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Abstract
For multi-time wave functions, which naturally arise as the relativistic particle-
position representation of the quantum state vector, the analog of the Schro¨dinger
equation consists of several equations, one for each time variable. This leads to
the question of how to prove the consistency of such a system of PDEs. The
question becomes more difficult for theories with particle creation, as then different
sectors of the wave function have different numbers of time variables. Petrat and
Tumulka (2014) gave an example of such a model and a non-rigorous argument for
its consistency. We give here a rigorous version of the argument after introducing
an ultraviolet cut-off into the creation and annihilation terms of the multi-time
evolution equations. These equations form an infinite system of coupled PDEs;
they are based on the Dirac equation but are not fully relativistic (in part because
of the cut-off). We prove the existence and uniqueness of a smooth solution to
this system for every initial wave function from a certain class that corresponds
to a dense subspace in the appropriate Hilbert space.
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1 Introduction
The quantum state of N particles is usually described by means of a wave function
Ψ(t,x1, . . . ,xN) (1)
that is a function of time t ∈ R and the positions xj ∈ R3 of the particles. The obvious
relativistic generalization is a wave function
Φ
(
(t1,x1), . . . , (tN ,xN)
)
(2)
2
of N space-time points (tj,xj) ∈ M = R4 (setting c = 1), called a multi-time wave
function [7, 3, 25]. The relation between Ψ and Φ is straightforward from the fact that
Ψ also refers to N space-time points, (t,x1), . . . , (t,xN), which are simultaneous relative
to the chosen Lorentz frame; that is, the single-time wave function Ψ is recovered from
Φ by setting all times equal,
Ψ(t,x1, . . . ,xN) = Φ
(
(t,x1), . . . , (t,xN)
)
. (3)
The domain of Φ is usually the set of spacelike configurations,
S (N) :=
{
(x1, ..., xN) ∈MN : ∀j, k : (xj − xk)µ(xj − xk)µ < 0 or xj = xk
}
, (4)
relative to the Minkowski metric diag(1,−1,−1,−1). The advantage of using Φ is that
it is a covariant object, defined without reference to any hypersurface—nor in fact to
coordinates, if we think of Φ as a function of N points in the space-time manifold M .
The concept of a multi-time wave function Φ is closely related to that of associating
with every spacelike hypersurface Σ a wave function ΨΣ, as used by Tomonaga [45] and
Schwinger [43]: given Φ, we can define ΨΣ on Σ
N by simply setting
ΨΣ(x1, . . . , xN) := Φ(x1, . . . , xN) for (x1, . . . , xN) ∈ ΣN . (5)
Still, Φ is a more elementary concept than ΨΣ, as Φ is simply a function of 4N variables.
Moreover, as we will see, the multi-time wave function Φ can be adapted to the situation
with an ultraviolet (UV) cut-off, while ΨΣ cannot.
In a quantum field theory (QFT), the particle-position representation of the quantum
state vector |Ψ〉 in Fock space, whenever that exists, naturally yields a multi-time wave
function
Φ(x1, . . . , xN) := 〈∅|a(x1) · · · a(xN)|Ψ〉 , (6)
where |∅〉 is the Fock vacuum and a(x) is the annihilation operator in the position
representation at x = (x0,x) ∈M . Since N is now variable, this Φ is a multi-time Fock
function, i.e., a function on
S :=
∞⋃
N=0
S (N) . (7)
We take the approach of defining a QFT model in a manifestly covariant way (with-
out ever choosing a Lorentz frame or spacelike hypersurface) by starting from Φ as a
solution of a suitable multi-time variant of the Schro¨dinger equation. However, while
this procedure is physically the ultimate goal, we have to introduce an UV cut-off for
the sake of mathematical rigor, which breaks Lorentz invariance. That is why we here
formulate a multi-time evolution law for Φ corresponding to a simplified QFT model
with cut-off in a fixed Lorentz frame. In that setting, we can then prove existence and
uniqueness of solutions for sufficiently regular initial conditions, which demonstrates
that the approach makes sense.
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In order to discuss multi-time evolution laws, let us begin again with the case of a
fixed number N of particles. As Φ depends on N time variables, its evolution can be
governed by a system of N Schro¨dinger equations (setting ~ = 1):
i∂t1Φ = H1Φ
... (8)
i∂tNΦ = HNΦ
with “partial Hamiltonians” Hk. By (3) and the chain rule, the sum of the Hk should
be the Hamiltonian for Ψ at every simultaneous configuration.
As a consequence of ∂tj∂tkΦ = ∂tk∂tjΦ, we obtain a condition on the Hk,[
i∂tj −Hj, i∂tk −Hk
]
= 0 ∀j, k ∈ {1, . . . , N} , (9)
known as the integrability condition or consistency condition for the system (8) [7, 8,
3, 35]. If it is violated, then the equations (8) cannot be expected to be simultaneously
solvable, except perhaps for very special initial data. An initial datum means here the
restriction of Φ to space-time configurations on the hyperplane {x0 = 0} in space-time
M or, in other words, the values of Φ when all time variables are set to 0. To prove
consistency of (8) amounts to proving the existence and uniqueness of the solution
for a sufficiently large set of initial data (such as a dense subset of Hilbert space).
The commutator condition (9) is closely related to the integrability condition of the
Tomonaga–Schwinger equation, which in turn is closely related to the causality axiom
of the Wightman axioms [40, p. 65].
Since interaction potentials violate (9) [35, 32], interaction needs to be implemented
in a different way, such as through particle creation [36, 38, 23], zero-range interaction
[18, 20, 22, 15], interaction along light cones [21, 28, 29, 24], or other ways [8, 9, 10, 33].
In this paper, we focus on particle creation.
If the particle number is variable, then the wave function Φ on S consists (like a
vector in Fock space) of sectors with different particle numbers, and thus with different
numbers of time variables. Correspondigly, the terms HkΦ on the right-hand side of (8)
can involve other sectors, and the consistency question becomes more involved. As a
consequence, it is not obvious that the “consistency condition” (9) is actually sufficient
for consistency; and even less obvious if the solution Φ is not required to exist on all
space-time configurations but only on the set S of spacelike configurations. Thus, a
consistency proof requires much more than just checking a commutator condition such
as (9).
Our model, adopted from [36] and inspired by models of Lee [17], Schweber [42,
Sec. 12a], and Nelson [31], is a simple QFT in 1+3 space-time dimensions in which one
species of particles, called x-particles in the following, can emit and absorb particles of
another kind, called y-particles; in short,
x x+ y . (10)
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We take the x-particles to be fermions and the ys to be bosons, and we take both to
be massive and to have spin 1
2
(although in nature bosons have integer spin). The free
Hamiltonians are Dirac operators. A multi-time formulation of this model was given
in [36], however in a UV divergent form. In order to enable a rigorous treatment, we
introduce a UV cut-off; correspondingly, we need to slightly modify the definition of
the domain S of Φ (i.e., to replace it by the set Sδ of δ-spacelike configurations, see
below). We formulate the multi-time Schro¨dinger equations of our model with cut-
off (Section 2) and prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution for every initial
condition of sufficient regularity (Theorem 1 in Section 3). In particular, this result
proves consistency of the multi-time equations; some steps towards a consistency proof
of this kind were already taken in [34].
The solutions we will construct are strong solutions, i.e., smooth functions that
have derivatives in the classical sense. As a by-product of our analysis, we also prove
smoothness of the single-time wave function Ψ as a function of t, the xk, and the y`
coordinates (Lemma 3 in Section 3.4); as far as we know, this fact was not in the
literature before for any similar QFT model.
Furthermore, we prove a statement (Lemma 2 in Section 3.4) on how fast the support
of Ψ in R3 can grow with time: it can only grow at the speed of light, except for an
additional instantaneous growth by the cut-off length δ. A corresponding statement
holds true for the multi-time wave function Φ: its evolution is propagation local up to
δ; it is also interaction local up to 2δ.
Our work is similar to recent work in [23, 33]. In [23], a rigorous consistency proof is
presented for a QFT model in 1+1 space-time dimensions involving one species (“x”) of
spin-1
2
particles with creation and annihilation according to x x+ x instead of (10);
instead of a UV cut-off, that model uses interior-boundary conditions. In [33], a rigorous
consistency proof is presented for the QFT model of Dirac, Fock, and Podolsky [8] in 1+3
space-time dimensions with UV cut-off, in which x-particles interact through a quantized
y-field; the main difference to our model is that here we give a separate time variable
to every y-particle. Further consistency proofs for multi-time equations are contained
in [35], where it was shown for any fixed number N of particles that the consistency
condition (9) is necessary and sufficient for consistency of (8), provided that Φ is defined
on all ofMN (instead ofS (N)) and that the partial Hamiltonians are bounded operators
on L2(R3N ,Ck) that depend smoothly on t1, ..., tN , or else are (possibly unbounded)
self-adjoint operators and do not depend on t1, ..., tN . Rigorous consistency proofs for
multi-time equations governing N particles with zero-range interaction in 1+1 space-
time dimensions were given in [18, 20, 22, 15].
An overview of work on multi-time wave functions can be found in [25]. The idea of
a multi-time wave function was conceived as early as 1929 [11, 13, 30]. Early examples
of consistent multi-time evolutions with interaction were given in [9, 4, 10, 46]. The
approach is contrasted with the idea of multiple timelike dimensions in [26] and with
multi-time equations in classical mechanics in [37]. The appropriate version of the Born
rule for Φ is formulated and proved in [27] after pioneering work in [30, 3].
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A big difference between the mathematics of multi-time and single-time evolution
concerns the role of Hilbert spaces. In the case of a fixed number N of particles, we
cannot simply fix the values of all time variables t1, ..., tN and consider the wave function
as a function of the spatial variables x1, ...,xN alone because for some values of the xj,
((t1,x1), ..., (tN ,xN)) will not be a spacelike configuration and Φ will not be defined
there. Nevertheless, Hilbert spaces play a role as a tool in our proof, as we will consider
subsets of particles at equal time values. We will also make use of the fact that wave
functions do not propagate faster than at the speed of light, so that Ψt, when considered
only in a given region of 3-space, is determined by initial data Ψ0 in a suitably larger
region.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the definition of the
QFT model and the formulation of its multi-time Schro¨dinger equations. In Section 3,
we describe our main results. In Section 4, we establish lemmas about the single-time
evolution that we will need as tools for the multi-time analysis. In Section 5, we then
construct the solution to the multi-time equations and prove uniqueness of the solution.
In Section 6, we conclude.
2 The Physical Model
Our model is a toy QFT in which a fixed number M ∈ N of x-particles can emit and
absorb y-particles. It is a UV-regularized version of the multi-time model of [36].
2.1 Original, UV Divergent Equations
The multi-time model of [36] is defined by the formal evolution equations
i
∂Φ(N)
∂x0k
(x4M , y4N) = H freexk Φ
(N)(x4M , y4N) +
√
N + 1
4∑
sN+1=1
g∗sN+1 Φ
(N+1)
sN+1
(
x4M , (y4N , xk)
)
+
1√
N
N∑
`=1
G0,s`(y` − xk) Φ(N−1)ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N\y`
)
(11a)
i
∂Φ(N)
∂y0`
(x4M , y4N) = H freey` Φ
(N)(x4M , y4N). (11b)
Here, N ∈ N ∪ {0} =: N0, q4 := (x4M , y4N) = (x1, . . . , xM , y1, . . . , yN) ∈ S (M+N) is
a spacelike space-time configuration, H freexk is the free Dirac operator acting on particle
xk, g ∈ C4 is a fixed spinor playing the role of a coupling constant, s` ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is
the spin index of particle y` while most spin indices are not explicitly written, ̂means
omission, \ means to remove an entry, and G0 is a Green function: it is the C4-valued
distribution on R4 that is the solution of
i
∂G0
∂t
= H freey G0 (12)
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with initial condition
G0,s(0,y) = gsδ
3(y) . (13)
Complete definitions tailored to our model are given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 below. (The
superscripts (N), (N +1) etc. are actually unnecessary because the sector is determined
by the argument of Φ; they are mentioned merely for easier readability.)
In contrast to (8), we here encounter a q-dependent (and unbounded) number of
PDEs, since the number N of y-particles is unbounded, and a separate PDE is assigned
to each particle. In [36], non-rigorous arguments were given for the consistency of (11).
It follows from (11) that the single-time wave function Ψ evolves with the (UV-
divergent) Hamiltonian
(HΨ)(x3M ,y3N) =
M∑
k=1
H freexk Ψ(x
3M ,y3N) +
N∑
`=1
H freey` Ψ(x
3M ,y3N)
+
√
N + 1
M∑
k=1
4∑
sN+1=1
g∗sN+1 ΨsN+1
(
x3M , (y3N ,xk)
)
+
1√
N
M∑
k=1
N∑
`=1
gs` δ
3(y` − xk) Ψŝ`(x3M ,y3N\y`) (14)
at the spatial configuration q3 := (x3M ,y3N) = (x1, . . . ,xM ,y1, . . . ,yN). Put in a
different notation,
H = dΓx(H
free
x ) + dΓy(H
free
y )
+
4∑
r,s=1
∫
R3
d3x a†x,r(x) ax,r(x)
(
g∗say,s(x) + gsa
†
y,s(x)
)
, (15)
where we have assumed a fermionic Fock space for the x-particles (although H will map
its M -particle sector to itself). We have written dΓ(S) for the second quantization of
the 1-particle operator S, H freey for the 1-particle Dirac operator, and ax and ay for the
annihilation operators for x- and y-particles in the position representation.
In this paper, we formulate our proofs for the slightly more general possibility that
the coupling coefficients g also act on the spin index r of the emitting or absorbing
x-particle according to
H = dΓx(H
free
x ) + dΓy(H
free
y )
+
4∑
r,r′,s=1
∫
R3
d3x a†x,r(x) ax,r′(x)
(
g∗r′rsay,s(x) + grr′sa
†
y,s(x)
)
, (16)
with the consequence that the “coupling constant” g is an element of C4 ⊗ C4 ⊗ C4.
That is analogous to quantum electrodynamics, where the coupling coefficients are pro-
portional to the 4-vector of Dirac gamma matrices γµ with their 4× 4× 4 entries γµrr′ .
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The UV divergence of H manifests itself in (14) in the fact that δ3 is not an L2
function and thus HΨ /∈ H ; the UV cut-off will consist in replacing δ3 by an L2
function ϕ. We now turn to defining mathematically the cut-off version, our model in
this paper, first in the single-time formulation, then multi-time.
2.2 Single-Time Formulation With Cut-Off
Although our goal is a multi-time formulation, we will use the single-time formulation
as a tool, along with the Hilbert space and the Hamiltonian operator.
To begin with, the wave function of a single Dirac particle can be described in two
different ways: Either we assign a C4-vector to each point of R3, or we consider a
C-valued function on R3 × {1, 2, 3, 4} (i.e., 4 disjoint copies of R3, see Figure 1):
Ψ ∈ L2(R3,C4) ∼= L2(R3 × {1, 2, 3, 4},C) (17)
Q1=R3 Q1s=(R3)x{1,2,3,4}
Ψ1Ψ2Ψ3Ψ4
Ψ(q)=
Ψ(q,s)∈ℂ
q
(q,s)
Figure 1: Wave functions R3 → C4 and R3 × {1, 2, 3, 4} → C are equivalent.
The corresponding spin-configuration spaces of M x-particles and N y-particles are
Qs3x = (R3 × {1, 2, 3, 4})M , Qs3,(N)y = (R3 × {1, 2, 3, 4})N , (18)
and we write
Qs3 :=
∞⋃
N=0
(Qs3x ×Qs3,(N)y ) =: ∞⋃
N=0
Qs3,(N). (19)
An element of Qs3, i.e., a spin-configuration in 3D, will be denoted by qs3. In the
analogous way we define the “spin-free” configuration spaces Q3x,Q3y and Q3 (where the
superscript means an index, not a Cartesian power).
An equal-time quantum state is an element of the Hilbert space
H =Hx ⊗Hy := L2(R3,C4)⊗AM ⊗
∞⊕
N=0
L2(R3,C4)⊗SN , (20)
where M ∈ N is the (fixed) number of x-particles, ⊗A denotes the anti-symmetric and
⊗S the symmetric tensor power; in particular, Hy is the bosonic Fock space. Elements
of H can be represented as wave functions in L2(Qs3) := L2(Qs3,C), denoted by
Ψ = Ψ(N)r1,...,rM ,s1,...,sN (x1, ...,xM ,y1, ...,yN) =: Ψ
(N)
r,s (x
3M ,y3N) = Ψ(qs3), (21)
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which are suitably symmetric against permutations. Here, the spin indices are gathered
in vectors r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M and s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}N .
The free time evolution is given by the Dirac operators
H freexk := −i
3∑
a=1
αa
∂
∂xak
+mxβ, H
free
y`
:= −i
3∑
a=1
αa
∂
∂ya`
+myβ, (22)
where α1, α2, α3 and β are the Dirac alpha and beta matrices. Fermions are assumed to
have a rest mass mx > 0 and bosons have a rest mass my > 0. (Domains of operators
will be specified in Section 3. Henceforth, we use bold face font for operators on Hilbert
space, as well as still for vectors in dimensions 3, 3M, 3N,M,N .)
Let e1, . . . , e4 denote the standard basis in C4. The annihilation operator of a y-
particle in the position representation at location x in the spin state es will be denoted
by a(esδ
3(· − x)). To implement the UV cut-off, we will replace δ3 in the Hamiltonian
by a smooth (i.e., infinitely often differentiable) cut-off function
ϕ ∈ C∞c (R3,R) (23)
with compact support inside a ball Bδ(0) of radius δ > 0 around the origin 0 ∈ R3.
Physically, the radius δ should be small, but our mathematical results apply to any
positive δ. The corresponding smeared-out annihilation operator a(esϕ(· − x)) will be
abbreviated as as(x). For the location x ∈ R3, we will need to insert the position
operator of (say) the k-th x-particle, and the resulting annihilation operator will be
denoted as(x
op
k ). That is,
(as(x
op
k )Ψ)
(N)(x3M ,y3N) =
√
N + 1
∫
d3y˜ ϕ(y˜ − xk)Ψ(N+1)sN+1=s(x3M , (y3N , y˜))
(a†s(x
op
k )Ψ)
(N)(x3M ,y3N) =
1√
N
N∑
`=1
δss`ϕ(y` − xk)Ψ(N−1)ŝ` (x3M ,y3N \ y`).
(24)
The interaction Hamiltonian is of the form
H int =
M∑
k=1
H intxk , (25)
where the k-th term represents emission and absorption by particle xk and is defined by
(H intxkΨ)rk=r :=
4∑
s,r′=1
(
g∗r′rsas(x
op
k )Ψrk=r′ + grr′sa
†
s(x
op
k )Ψrk=r′
)
. (26)
The full Hamiltonian H : H ⊃ dom(H) → H (where dom means domain) of the
model reads
H :=
M∑
k=1
(
H freexk +H
int
xk
)
+ dΓy(H
free
y ). (27)
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2.3 Multi-Time Formulation With Cut-Off
We now write down the system of multi-time equations corresponding to the Hamiltonian
(27); the equations are a version of (11) with UV cut-off ϕ. As a preparation, we first
need to
• define the set Sδ of multi-time configurations q4 = (x4M , y4N) for which Φ(q4) will
be defined (Section 2.3.1);
• describe which functions on Sδ are regarded as smooth, and which directional
derivatives can be taken of them (Section 2.3.2).
Afterwards, we will formulate the multi-time equations in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Admissible Configurations
We now define the set Sδ of δ-spacelike configurations. A similar modification of S
was used in Sections 1.5.3 and 4 of [35] for the purpose of using interaction potentials
of range less than δ.
We write Q4 for the set of all space-time configurations (4D configurations) q4 =
(x4M , y4N),
Q4 :=
∞⋃
N=0
MM+N . (28)
Sometimes we want to talk about spin-configurations in 4D,
qs4 = (x1, r1, ..., xM , rM , y1, s1, ..., yN , sN) ∈
∞⋃
N=0
(
M × {1, 2, 3, 4})M+N =: Qs4 . (29)
As a consequence of the cut-off ϕ over the distance δ > 0, an x-particle can instan-
taneously interact with (i.e., emit or absorb) a y-particle at a distance up to δ, and two
x-particles can instantaneously interact with each other (if one emits a y and the other
absorbs it) at a distance up to 2δ. Since this instantaneous interaction will generically
conflict with the consistency of the multi-time evolution, we make the domain S of
Φ slightly smaller and allow configurations involving two particles with such a small
distance only if the time coordinates of the two particles are equal. So on each sector
N , we define the set S (N)δ of δ-spacelike configurations as follows:
S (N)δ :=
{
(x4M , y4N) ∈MM+N
∣∣∣ ‖xk − xk′‖ > |x0k − x0k′|+ 2δ or x0k = x0k′
‖xk − y`‖ > |x0k − y0` |+ δ or x0k = y0`
‖y` − y`′‖ > |y0` − y0`′ | or y` = y`′
∀k, k′ ∈ {1, ...,M}, `, `′ ∈ {1, ..., N}
}
.
(30)
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We set
Sδ :=
∞⋃
N=0
S (N)δ ⊂ Q4 . (31)
The set Sδ is illustrated in Figure 2. Whenever two particles satisfy the appropriate
inequality in (30), we say that they keep their safety distance. The sets S s,(N)δ ⊂
(M×{1, 2, 3, 4})M+N andS sδ ⊂ Qs4 are defined analogously (i.e., by the same conditions
as in (30)) for spin-configurations in 4D.
xj-xk
x0j-x0k
0 s
Figure 2: A cross-section of the set Sδ is depicted in green (or dark grey), showing for
which values of xj − xk the space-time configuration can be in Sδ.
A multi-time wave function is a mapping
Φ : S sδ → C
qs4 7→ Φ(qs4) = Φ(N)r,s (x1, ..., xM , y1, ..., yN).
(32)
Note that the definition of Sδ and S sδ depends on the frame of reference, as Lorentz
invariance is broken by the cut-off ϕ.
2.3.2 Admissible Wave Functions
Our considerations focus on smooth wave functions Φ; for them, derivatives can be
understood in the classical sense. However, since S (N)δ is not an open set in (R4)M+N ,
we need to explain what we mean by a smooth function on S (N)δ . Put briefly, we regard
a function as smooth at q4 ∈ Sδ if it is smooth in the local number of dimensions of Sδ
at q4.
We now approach the detailed definition of smoothness, following [35]. To begin
with, a function Ψ : Qs3 → C will be called smooth, Ψ ∈ C∞(Qs3), if its restriction to
each sector is smooth.
For any q4 ∈ Sδ, if two particles do not keep their safety distance (say, ‖xj −xk‖ <
2δ), then, by the definition (30), their times must be equal (x0j = x
0
k) and must remain
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so in the vicinity of q4. Hence, we cannot vary the two time coordinates independently
of each other, we can only increase both by the same amount. And hence, we cannot
form the partial x0k derivative of Φ, we can only form the directional derivative in the
direction e0xj + e
0
xk
in (R4)M+N (unless further particles do not keep their safety distance
from either xj or xk); here, e
µ means the standard basis of R4; see Figure 3. That is
why we proceed by grouping particles into families of equal time coordinate.
xj-xk
x0j-x0k
0 admissible
not
admissible
q
Figure 3: At configurations with x0j = x
0
k and ‖xj − xk‖ < δ, only derivatives in
directions changing x0j and x
0
k simultaneously are admissible.
To this end, let L (N) be the M +N -element set of particle labels; that is,
L (N) = {x1, . . . , xM , y1, . . . , yN} , (33)
where xk and y` are now not space-time points but names for the particles. A partition
P of L (N) is a set P = {P1, . . . , PJ} of non-empty subsets Pj of L (N) (called families
in the following) with ∪Jj=1Pj = L (N) and Pi∩Pj = ∅ for i 6= j. Let P(N) denote the set
of partitions of L (N), and let, as a unified notation, zµxk = x
µ
k and z
µ
y`
= yµ` , so z could
represent any particle (x or y). For every P ∈ P(N), we define
S Pδ :=
{
q4 ∈MM+N
∣∣∣ ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , J} ∀m,n ∈ Pj : z0m = z0n
∀j 6= j′ ∀m ∈ Pj ∀n ∈ Pj′ : ‖zm − zn‖ > |z0m − z0n|+ d(m,n)
}
,
(34)
where we abbreviated the “safety distance” by
d(xk, xk′) := 2δ, d(xk, y`) := δ, d(y`, y`′) := 0. (35)
In words, S Pδ contains those configurations for which particles in the same family have
equal time coordinate and particles in different families keep their safety distance. Note
that S Pδ ⊂ S (N)δ ; that for different choices of P , the S Pδ are not necessarily disjoint
(because it is allowed that particles in different families have equal time coordinate); and
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that together, they cover S (N)δ , i.e., ∪P∈P(N)S Pδ = S (N)δ (because for given q4 ∈ S (N)δ ,
we can group particles into the same family whenever they do not keep their safety
distance; that is, P consists of the equivalence classes of the reflexive and transitive
hull of the relation “do not keep their safety distance”; this is the finest partition with
q4 ∈ S Pδ ).
If q4 ∈ S Pδ , then we also write tj for the joint time variable of all particles in Pj, and
qj for the list of space coordinates of all particles belonging to Pj; using that notation,
we also write
q4 = (t1, q1; . . . ; tJ , qJ) , (36)
so that S Pδ can also be regarded as an open subset of R3M+3N+J (while we continue to
use the notation q4 = (x1, . . . , xM , y1, . . . , yN)).
Definition 1. A function Φ is smooth on S Pδ if it is smooth as a function of the variables
t1, q1, . . . , tJ , qJ ; Φ is smooth on S
(N)
δ if it is smooth on S
P
δ for every P ∈ P(N); Φ is
smooth on Sδ if it is smooth on S
(N)
δ for every N ∈ N0. Likewise for functions on spin-
configurations: A function Φ is smooth on S s,(N)δ if for each (r, s) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M+N , its
spin component Φr,s is smooth on S
(N)
δ ; Φ is smooth on S
s
δ if it is smooth on S
s,(N)
δ
for every N ∈ N0. The set of all smooth complex-valued functions on S sδ is denoted by
C∞(S sδ ), the set of smooth functions S
P
δ → Ck by C∞(S Pδ ,Ck).
Put differently, S Pδ is a submanifold of M
M+N of dimension 3M + 3N + J , and Φ
counts as smooth on S Pδ if it is smooth as a function on this submanifold. It then also
follows that at q4 ∈ S Pδ , derivatives of Φ in any direction tangent to the submanifold
can be taken, as well as higher-order derivatives. That is, Φ can be differentiated relative
to any position coordinate and relative to any family time coordinate tj.
2.3.3 Multi-Time Equations
We now formulate the analog of the multi-time equations (11) with UV cut-off. Since
equations such as (11) specify the time derivatives ∂x0k , ∂y0` , suitable linear combinations
of these equations also specify derivatives such as ∂x0k + ∂y0` , which can be understood
as the derivative in the direction e0xk + e
0
y`
. At configurations q4 ∈ Sδ at which not
all time derivatives ∂x0k , ∂y0` can be considered, those combinations can still make sense,
and those that do should be regarded as the relevant evolution equations. Concretely,
the evolution equations can be expressed as follows: For any N ∈ N0, P ∈ P(N), and
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q4 ∈ S Pδ ,
i
∂Φ
∂tj
(q4) =
∑
xk∈Pj
H freexk Φ(q
4) +
∑
y`∈Pj
H freey` Φ(q
4)
+
√
N + 1
∑
xk∈Pj
∑
r′k,sN+1
g∗r′krksN+1
∫
Bδ(xk)
d3y˜ ϕ(y˜ − xk) Φ(N+1)r′k,sN+1
(
x4M ,
(
y4N , (x0k, y˜)
))
+
1√
N
∑
xk∈Pj
∑
y`∈Pj
∑
r′k
grkr′ks` ϕ(y` − xk) Φ
(N−1)
r′k ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N \ y`
)
(37)
=: HPj Φ(q
4) (38)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. Here, ∑xk∈Pj means the sum over all x-particles in Pj, etc.; the
index rk is made explicit at some terms and not others, but occurs at each term. Note
that the arguments of Φ(N+1) and Φ(N−1) lie in Sδ again. Thus, the right-hand side of
(37) defines, for given N,P, j, an operator
HPj : C
∞(S sδ )→ C∞
(
S Pδ , (C4)⊗M+N
)
. (39)
Note that the number of time variables tj involved in the system of equations (37) is
J = #P . Since q4 can lie in S Pδ for several P (say P and P
′), one needs to check
that the equations (37) from P and P ′ are compatible with each other. Indeed, if P ′
is a refinement of P , then then the equations from P are linear combinations of the
equations from P ′. Now for any given q4 there is a coarsest partition (particles with
equal time coordinate belong to the same family) and a finest partition (only particles
that do not keep the safety distance belong to the same family), so the equations from
either P or P ′ are just linear combinations of the equations obtained from the finest
partition. Thus, if the equations (37) hold for the finest partition then they hold for
every partition P such that q4 ∈ S Pδ .
Eq. (37) is the system of equations that we require to hold for every N,P, j, q4 ∈
S Pδ . It is the system defining the multi-time evolution of Φ. The initial value problem
amounts to solving (37) for a given initial datum Ψ0 ∈H ,
Φ(0,x1, . . . , 0,yN) = Ψ0(x1, . . . ,yN) . (40)
The single-time wave function Ψ is the restriction of Φ to (the union over N of) S Pδ
with P = {L (N)} (the coarsest of all partitions). It is immediate from (37) that Ψ
obeys the Schro¨dinger equation with Hamiltonian (27) (with strong derivatives).
3 Results
The main statement of this paper, Theorem 1 in Section 3.3 below, asserts that the
system of multi-time equations (37) has a unique solution for every sufficiently regular
initial datum, and that the solution has the expected properties.
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3.1 Supports
We also need to talk about the support of a wave function; in particular, it will be
relevant to exploit the advantages of a compact support. However, we cannot expect Ψ
to have compact support in Qs3 as that would imply a concentration of Ψ on finitely
many sectors. We will thus additionally define the 3-support of Ψ, i.e. the region G ⊆ R3
where particles can be encountered at all.
Definition 2. For Ψ ∈H or Ψ : Qs3 → C let supp Ψ denote the essential support of Ψ
in Q3, i.e., the smallest closed set G ⊆ Q3 such that Ψ = 0 almost everywhere outside
G. We set
supp3xΨ := {x ∈ R3 | ∃q3 ∈ supp Ψ ∃k : xk = x}
supp3yΨ := {y ∈ R3 | ∃q3 ∈ supp Ψ ∃` : y` = y}
supp3Ψ := supp3xΨ ∪ supp3yΨ,
(41)
where the overbar means the closure in R3.
The following definition will be convenient for expressing propagation locality.
Definition 3. We define the grown set of G ⊆ R3 as
Gr(G, t) :=
{
x′ ∈ R3
∣∣∣ ∃x ∈ G : ‖x− x′‖ ≤ t} = ⋃
x∈G
Bt(x) (42)
for any t ≥ 0, where Br(x) means the closed ball of radius r around x.
3.2 Admissible Initial Data
For every N, n ∈ N0, let M(N, n) be the set of multi-indices
α = (αx11 , . . . , αx3M , αy11 , . . . , αy3N ) ∈ N
L (N)×{1,2,3}
0 (43)
of degree |α| := αx11 + . . . + αy3N = n, and let ∂α = ∂
α
x11
x11
· · · ∂
α
y3
N
y3N
be the corresponding
derivative.
Definition 4. Let H ∞c be the set of Ψ ∈H ⊂ L2(Qs3) such that
1. Ψ possesses a smooth representative (again denoted by Ψ), Ψ ∈ C∞(Qs3)
2. supp3 Ψ ⊆ R3 is compact
3. For every m,n ∈ N0,
∞∑
N=0
Nm
∑
α∈M(N,n)
∥∥∥∂αΨ(N)∥∥∥2
N
<∞ , (44)
where ‖ · ‖N means the norm of L2(Qs3,(N)).
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Note that, since the r-th Sobolev norm of Ψ(N) is given by
‖Ψ(N)‖2Hr(Qs3,(N)) =
r∑
n=0
∑
α∈M(N,n)
∥∥∥∂αΨ(N)∥∥∥2
N
, (45)
condition 3 is equivalent to the condition that for every m, r ∈ N0, the sum over N of
Nm times the square of the r-th Sobolev norm of Ψ(N) is finite.
Note also that H ∞c is a dense subspace of H ; for example, it contains the dense
subspace of all smooth functions Qs3 → C with compact support in Qs3 (in particu-
lar, which vanish outside finitely many sectors) that satisfy the fermionic and bosonic
permutation symmetry. An alternative characterization of H ∞c is given in Lemma 8 in
Section 4.1.
3.3 Theorem About Multi-Time Evolution
The following summability property of the solutions Φ : S sδ → C will be relevant: For
every J ∈ N and every choice of t1, . . . , tJ ∈ R,
∞∑
N=0
Nm
∫
S (N)(t1...tJ )
dq4
∣∣Φ(q4)∣∣2 <∞ for m ∈ {0, 1}. (46)
Here,
S (N)(t1...tJ) := S
(N)
δ ∩
({t1...tJ} × R3)M+N (47)
is the set of all δ-spacelike configurations with N bosons in which only the times t1, . . . , tJ
occur; it has dimension 3M + 3N . We are now ready to formulate our main result.
Theorem 1. For any initial datum Ψ0 ∈ H ∞c , the multi-time initial value problem
(37), (40) has a solution Φ ∈ C∞(S sδ ) satisfying the summability property (46). The
solution is unique among the functions in C∞(S sδ ) satisfying (46) and has the following
further properties:
1. Φ is anti-symmetric under fermion and symmetric under boson permutations.
2. The single-time wave function Ψt recovered from Φ as in (3) evolves unitarily
according to Ψt = e
−iHtΨ0.
3. Propagation locality up to δ, i.e., the following bounds on the growth of 3-supports
(depicted in Figures 4 and 5): Φ(q4) = 0 whenever
xk /∈ Gr(supp3xΨ0, |x0k|)
or y` /∈ Gr(supp3yΨ0, |y0` |) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, |y0` |+ δ)
(48)
for any xk or y` in q
4.
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suppx
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U(t)
Figure 4: Growth of supp3x and supp3y in physical 3-space (only two dimensions drawn).
t
suppx suppy
x0
δ
Figure 5: Growth of supp3x and supp3y in a Minkowski diagram.
Remarks.
1. 4-supports. The condition (48) for configurations outside the support of Φ can
equivalently be re-expressed as
xk /∈ Infl
({0} × supp3xΨ0)
or y` /∈ Infl
(
{0} ×
[
supp3yΨ0 ∪Gr
(
supp3xΨ0, δ
)])
,
(49)
where Infl(A) means the domain of influence of the space-time set A ⊆M ,
Infl(A) := future(A) ∪ past(A) , (50)
where future(A) is the union over x ∈ A of the closed future light cone of x,
and correspondingly past(A). We can also express the situation in terms of the
4-support of Φ:
supp4xΦ := {x ∈M | ∃q4 ∈ supp Φ ∃k : xk = x}
supp4yΦ := {y ∈M | ∃q4 ∈ supp Φ ∃` : y` = y}
supp4Φ := supp4xΦ ∪ supp4yΦ,
(51)
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Then
supp4xΦ ⊆ Infl
({0} × supp3xΨ0)
supp4yΦ ⊆ Infl
(
{0} ×
[
supp3yΨ0 ∪Gr
(
supp3xΨ0, δ
)])
.
(52)
These sets are shown in Figure 5.
2. Uniqueness. The summability property (46) is relevant to the uniqueness of the
solution; in C∞(S sδ ), the solution would not be unique, essentially because a
further amount of wave function could come from infinity on the N axis. This
effect has nothing to do with the multiple time variables, it arises from considering
smooth functions that solve the equations in the classical sense and is, in the usual
one-time formulation, taken care of by choosing as the Hamiltonian a self-adjoint
extension of the differential expression for H . This point is elucidated further in
Section 3.5.
3. L2 solutions. Usually, when considering solutions of the 1-time Schro¨dinger equa-
tion, one does not require classical differentiability. One allows weak (distribu-
tional) derivatives and thus wave functions from Sobolev spaces, and even more,
one allows arbitrary L2 functions as initial data, as the unitary time evolution op-
erator exp(−iHt) is defined on the entire Hilbert space. In the same way, we can
define a notion of L2 solution of our multi-time equation (37), and then allow for
arbitrary Ψ0 ∈ H . In fact, our construction of the solution Φ works in this way,
and we have to invest further work for proving that for nice initial data Ψ0 ∈H ∞c ,
the function Φ we construct is a classical solution.
4. Domain of consistency. As it happens, the simple model we are considering is
consistent on an even larger set thanSδ. This fact is presumably a curious artifact
of our simple model that will not extend to more realistic models. This larger set
Ŝδ ⊃ Sδ is defined by the same condition as for Sδ between x-particles but no
restriction on the y-particles, not even being spacelike separated, neither from
x-particles nor among themselves. That is,
Ŝδ
(N)
:=
{
(x4M , y4N) ∈MM+N
∣∣∣ ‖xk − xk′‖ > |x0k − x0k′ |+ 2δ or x0k = x0k′
∀k, k′ ∈ {1, ...,M}
}
(53)
and
Ŝδ :=
∞⋃
N=0
Ŝδ
(N)
. (54)
Correspondingly for Ŝ sδ
(N)
and Ŝ sδ ; in the same way as for S
s
δ , one defines
C∞(Ŝ sδ ). In Section 5.4, we show that for any initial datum Ψ0 ∈ H ∞c , the
system of multi-time equations (57) below with initial values Ψ0 as in (40) has a
unique solution Φ ∈ C∞(Ŝ sδ ) satisfying the summability condition (46).
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The multi-time equations are essentially given by (11) with the Green function
G0 replaced by a family (indexed by r, r
′) of cut-off Green functions Grr′ , each in
C∞(R4,C4), viz., the solution of
i
∂G
∂t
= H freey G (55)
with initial condition
Grr′s(0,y) = grr′s ϕ(y) . (56)
More precisely, since, as discussed in Section 2.3.3 for Sδ, the derivative ∂x0k is not
admissible within Ŝδ when two x-particles are closer than 2δ, we need to group
together x-particles that do not keep their safety distance into a family with a
common time. That is, for a given q4 ∈ Ŝδ let {P1, . . . , PJ} be the finest partition
of {x1, . . . , xM} such that particles that do not keep their safety distance belong
to the same partition set. By the definition (53) of Ŝδ, all particles in Pj have
the same time coordinate, now called tj. The multi-time equations can then be
expressed as
i
∂Φ
∂tj
(x4M , y4N) =
∑
xk∈Pj
H freexk Φ(x
4M , y4N)
+
√
N + 1
∑
xk∈Pj
∑
r′k,sN+1
g∗r′krksN+1
∫
Bδ(xk)
d3y˜ ϕ(y˜ − xk) Φ(N+1)r′k,sN+1
(
x4M ,
(
y4N , (x0k, y˜)
))
+
1√
N
∑
xk∈Pj
N∑
`=1
∑
r′k
Grkr′ks`(y` − xk) Φ
(N−1)
r′k ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N\y`
)
(57a)
i
∂Φ
∂y0`
(x4M , y4N) = H freey` Φ(x
4M , y4N). (57b)
We note that every solution Φ ∈ C∞(Ŝ sδ ) of (57), when restricted to S sδ , also
solves (37). For verifying this, the only real issue is that (57a) involves a sum over
all y-particles (` runs from 1 to N), whereas (37) involves a sum over only the
y-particles in the family Pj of xk. However, this difference has no consequences in
Sδ, as there every y-particle outside the family of xk is δ-spacelike from xk, while
G vanishes on all points δ-spacelike from xk.
3.4 Lemmas About Single-Time Evolution
A few statements about the single-time evolution that we need as tools for proving
Theorem 1 may be worth mentioning in their own right.
Lemma 1 (Self-adjointness). The single-time Hamiltonian H defined in (27) is essen-
tially self-adjoint on H ∞c ⊂H .
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By Lemma 1, H has a unique self-adjoint extension, which we will also denote by
H and which provides the unitary single-time evolution operator
U (t) := e−iHt :H →H (58)
for all t ∈ R. Lemma 2 below yields information about the growth of 3-supports, and
Lemma 3 the regularity of Ψt.
Lemma 2 (Support growth). Let Ψ0 ∈ H and Ψt = U(t)Ψ0 for all t ∈ R. Supports
will grow under time evolution at most as follows:
supp3xΨt ⊆ Gr(supp3xΨ0, |t|) ∀t ∈ R
supp3yΨt ⊆ Gr(supp3yΨ0, |t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, |t|+ δ) ∀t ∈ R,
(59)
in particular
supp3Ψt ⊆ Gr(supp3yΨ0, |t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, |t|+ δ) ∀t ∈ R. (60)
Remark.
5. Local evolution operator. As a consequence, the wave function Ψt on configurations
with all particles in a region G ⊂ R3 depends only on the initial data in Gr(G, |t|+
δ). Thus, the single-time evolution defines an operator
Wt :H
(
Gr(G, |t|+ δ))→H (G) , Wt(Ψ0) = Ψt∣∣∣
G
, (61)
where H (G) means the Hilbert space associated with the region G, i.e., the sub-
space of L2(Qs3(G)) with the appropriate permutation symmetry, where
Qs3(G) = (G× {1, 2, 3, 4})M ×
∞⋃
N=0
(G× {1, 2, 3, 4})N (62)
is the set of spin-configurations concentrated in G.
Lemma 3 (Invariance of H ∞c ). For all t ∈ R, U(t)H ∞c ⊆H ∞c .
The following lemma ensures that the solution of the single-time evolution is smooth
also in time; in fact, Ψ(t, q3) will be smooth as a function of t and q3.
Lemma 4 (Smoothness in q and t). For every Ψ0 ∈ H ∞c , one can choose a represen-
tative of each Ψt in such a way that Ψt(q
s3) is a smooth function of t and qs3.
If, moreover, Ψ0 depends smoothly on a parameter λ, then the solution Ψ(t, q
3)
will also depend smoothly on λ. To formulate this statement precisely, let d ∈ N, and
let Hd denote the subspace of L2(Rd × Qs3) of functions Ψ(λ,x3M , r,y3N , s) that are
anti-symmetric against permutations of (x3M , r) and symmetric against permutations
of (y3N , s). Let H ∞cd denote the subspace of Hd of functions such that
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1. Ψ ∈ C∞(Rd ×Qs3)
2. supp3xΨ, supp3yΨ, and suppλΨ ⊆ Rd are compact
3. For every m,n ∈ N0,
∞∑
N=0
Nm
∑
α∈M(N,n,d)
∥∥∥∂αΨ(N)∥∥∥2
N
<∞ , (63)
where M(N, n, d) is the set of multi-indices of degree n for the variables λ1, . . . , λd,
x11, . . . , x
3
M , y
1
1, . . . , y
3
N .
Lemma 5 (Smoothness with parameter). Suppose Ψ0 ∈ H ∞cd . Then Ψ0(λ, ·) ∈ H ∞c
for almost every λ ∈ Rd. For those λ ∈ Rd and every t ∈ R, define
Ψ(t, λ, ·) := U(t)Ψ0(λ, ·) . (64)
Then Ψ is smooth in t, λ, q3, Ψ ∈ C∞(R× Rd ×Qs3).
3.5 Strong Single-Time Solutions
Since we have chosen to consider strong solutions (smooth functions with classical deriva-
tives) of our multi-time PDEs, and since we will apply single-time considerations to each
time variable, we also need to consider strong solutions of our single-time evolution equa-
tion, which reads explicitly, with qs3 = (r,x3M , s,y3N),
i
∂Ψ
∂t
(t, qs3) =
M∑
k=1
H freexk Ψ(t, q
s3) +
N∑
`=1
H freey` Ψ(t, q
s3)
+
√
N + 1
M∑
k=1
∑
r′k,sN+1
g∗r′krksN+1
∫
Bδ(xk)
d3y˜ ϕ(y˜ − xk) Ψ(N+1)r′k,sN+1
(
t,x3M ,
(
y3N , y˜
))
+
1√
N
M∑
k=1
N∑
`=1
∑
r′k,s`
grkr′ks` ϕ(y` − xk) Ψ
(N−1)
r′k ŝ`
(
t,x3M ,y3N \ y`
)
. (65)
While Lemmas 1, 3, and 4 together guarantee that the function Ψ obtained by applying
the exponential e−iHt of the self-adjoint operator H to Ψ0 is a strong solution of (65),1
we also need to verify that (65) has no further classical solutions with initial value Ψ0;
this is done in Lemma 7 below. We will also use that our bounds on support growth
follow directly from (65), a fact established in Lemma 6.
1That is because Ψt ∈H ∞c by Lemma 3 and Ψt ∈ dom(H) by Lemma 1, so t 7→ Ψt is a differentiable
curve inH , whose derivative agrees on the one hand with the strong t-derivative of the smooth function
Ψ provided by Lemma 4 and on the other hand with the right-hand side of (65) by the definition of H
on H ∞c .
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Lemma 6 (Support growth of strong single-time solutions). If Ψ ∈ C∞(Rt×Qs3) solves
the 1-time equation (65), and if Ψt(·) := Ψ(t, ·) satisfies ‖Ψt‖ <∞ and ‖N1/2Ψt‖ <∞
with N the y-number operator for every t ∈ R, then the support of Ψt grows at most
according to (59) (and thus to (60)).
The differences between Lemma 2 and Lemma 6 arise from their different methods of
proof: Lemma 2 uses the Trotter product formula, Lemma 6 integration of the current;
Lemma 2 concerns L2 initial data and a time evolution defined by a self-adjoint operator
H , Lemma 6 concerns a C∞ solution of (65).
Lemma 7 (Uniqueness of strong single-time solutions). For every Ψ0 ∈ C∞(Qs3) there
is at most one solution Ψ ∈ C∞(R×Qs3) to (65) satisfying ‖Ψt‖ <∞ and ‖N1/2Ψt‖ <
∞ for every t ∈ R with initial data Ψ0.
Without demanding the summability properties ‖Ψt‖ <∞ and ‖N1/2Ψt‖ <∞, the
solution would not be unique in C∞(Rt ×Qs3), with further contributions coming from
N →∞. This point can be illustrated by the following minimalistic variant of (65), in
which spin is dropped and space R3 is replaced by a single point, so that the configuration
is fully described by the number of y-particles and no space variables appear any more,
Ψ = (Ψ(0),Ψ(1), . . .), while Ψ(N)(t) ∈ C is governed by the Schro¨dinger equation
i
dΨ(N)
dt
= g∗Ψ(N+1)(t) + gΨ(N−1)(t) . (66)
Then an example of a smooth non-zero solution with initial condition Ψ0 = (0, 0, . . .) is
provided by
Ψ(N)(t) =

PN(1/t) e
−1/t t > 0
0 t = 0
P˜N(1/t) e
1/t t < 0
(67)
with polynomials PN , P˜N defined recursively by
PN+1(ν) =
i
g∗ν
2PN(ν)− ig∗ν2P ′N(ν)− gg∗PN−1(ν) (68)
P˜N+1(ν) = − ig∗ν2P˜N(ν)− ig∗ν2P˜ ′N(ν)− gg∗ P˜N−1(ν) (69)
(the prime means the ν-derivative) with starting values P−1 = 0, P0 = 1, P˜−1 = 0, P˜0 = 1.
4 Proofs: Single-Time Evolution
In the following, we will repeatedly use that∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
ai
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
(
n∑
i=1
‖ai‖
)2
≤ n
n∑
i=1
‖ai‖2 (70)
for elements ai of a normed space.
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4.1 Essential Self-Adjointness
Proof of Lemma 1. We first verify that H is well defined as an operatorH ∞c →H , us-
ing standard arguments. Suppose Ψ ∈H ∞c . It is clear that H freexk Ψ(N) ∈ L2(Qs3,(N)) be-
cause Ψ(N) is smooth and has compact support;
∑
kH
free
xk
Ψ(N) is anti-symmetric against
x-permutations; and
∑
kH
free
xk
Ψ ∈H because
∞∑
N=0
∥∥∥∥ M∑
k=1
H freexk Ψ
(N)
∥∥∥∥2
N
≤
∞∑
N=0
(∥∥∥ M∑
k=1
(−i)αk ·∇kΨ(N)
∥∥∥
N
+
∥∥∥mx M∑
k=1
βkΨ
(N)
∥∥∥
N
)2
(71)
(70)
≤
∞∑
N=0
2
(∥∥∥ M∑
k=1
(−i)αk ·∇kΨ(N)
∥∥∥2
N
+
∥∥∥mx M∑
k=1
βkΨ
(N)
∥∥∥2
N
)
(72)
(70)
≤
∞∑
N=0
2M
M∑
k=1
∥∥∥αk ·∇kΨ(N)∥∥∥2
N
+ 2Mm2x
∞∑
N=0
M∑
k=1
∥∥βkΨ(N)∥∥2N
(73)
(70)
≤ 6M
∞∑
N=0
M∑
k=1
3∑
a=1
∥∥∂xakΨ(N)∥∥2N + 2Mm2x ∞∑
N=0
M∑
k=1
∥∥Ψ(N)∥∥2
N
(74)
because the α and β matrices are unitary. The first term is finite by (44) with m = 0
and n = 1, the second because Ψ ∈H .
In the same way, one can show that dΓy(H
free
y )Ψ ∈H , except that one has to apply
(44) once with m = 1, n = 1 and once with m = 2, n = 0.
Now we show that H intΨ ∈H . Since ϕ is smooth with compact support, H intΨ is
smooth and has compact 3-support, so each sector of it is square-integrable; it is clear
thatH intΨ has the right permutation symmetry; it remains to show that
∑
N ‖Ψ˜(N)‖2N <
∞ for Ψ˜ = H intΨ. We show this for Ψ˜ = a(xopk )Ψ and Ψ˜ = a†(xopk )Ψ.
In cases where the operators
a(f) :=
∫
d3x f(x)a(x) or a†(f) :=
∫
d3x f(x)a†(x) (75)
are annihilating or creating a fixed function f ∈ L2(R3), we may bound them against
the y-number operator
(NΨ)(N) = NΨ(N) (76)
as follows (e.g., [31]):
‖a(f)Ψ‖ ≤ ‖f‖ ‖N 1/2Ψ‖ and ‖a†(f)Ψ‖ ≤ ‖f‖ ‖(N + 1)1/2Ψ‖ . (77)
In our case, the function f(y) = ϕ(y − xk) depends on the position xk of the fermion,
so f ∈ L2, but it is not fixed. However, we may write the Hilbert space H as a direct
integral over all fermion configurations
H =
∫ ⊕
R3M
dx3MHy (78)
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and decompose a(xopk ) and a
†(xopk ) into fibers:
a(xopk ) =
∫ ⊕
R3M
dx3Ma(ϕ(· − xk)), a†(xopk ) =
∫ ⊕
R3M
dx3Ma†(ϕ(· − xk)). (79)
Applying the bound (77) on each fiber, we get the estimates
‖a(xop)Ψ‖ ≤ ‖ϕ‖ ‖N 1/2Ψ‖ and ‖a†(xop)Ψ‖ ≤ ‖ϕ‖ ‖(N + 1)1/2Ψ‖ . (80)
Since (N + 1)1/2 ≤ N + 1 for every N ∈ N0, we have that (N + 1)1/2 ≤N + 1, so
∞∑
N=0
∥∥∥(H intxkΨ)(N)∥∥∥2N ≤ c1
∞∑
N=0
N‖Ψ(N)‖2N + c2
∞∑
N=0
‖Ψ(N)‖2N . (81)
The first term is finite by (44) with m = 1, n = 0, the second by Ψ ∈H . This completes
the proof that HΨ is well defined and ∈H for Ψ ∈H ∞c .
Now we turn to essential self-adjointness. Following [33] and [2], we use the following
“commutator theorem” [40, Theorem X.37], [12, Theorem 1]: Let R be a self-adjoint
operator in H with R ≥ 1, and let H be a symmetric operator with domain D ⊆ H
which is a core for R. Suppose that for some c, d ∈ R and all Ψ ∈ D,
‖HΨ‖ < c‖RΨ‖ , (82)∣∣〈HΨ,RΨ〉 − 〈RΨ,HΨ〉∣∣ ≤ d‖R1/2Ψ‖2 . (83)
Then H is essentially self-adjoint on D.
In our case, D =H ∞c ; it is straightforward to verify that H is symmetric on H
∞
c .
We choose as the comparison operator
R :=
M∑
k=1
(1−∆xk) + dΓy(1−∆y) . (84)
We first prove that R is essentially self-adjoint on H ∞c , using standard arguments:
To begin with, it is clearly defined on H ∞c . The negative Laplacian −∆ is known
to be positive and essentially self-adjoint on C∞c (R3) (compactly supported smooth
functions). Adding a bounded self-adjoint operator such as 1 has no effect on essential
self-adjointness. It is known further [39, Thm. VIII.33 and Ex. 2 p. 302] that R (and
thus also R) is essentially self-adjoint on C∞c (Qs3) (smooth functions that vanish on all
but finitely many sectors and have compact support in each sector). Since the latter
space is contained in H ∞c and dense in H , R is also essentially self-adjoint on H
∞
c .
Positivity follows from positivity on each sector (using that R maps each sector to
itself); in fact, R ≥ 1 because M ≥ 1.
It remains to prove the two inequalities (82) and (83). For (82), we need to bound
H freexk , H
free
y`
, and H intxk against R. The subsequent paragraphs deal with these terms
separately.
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H freexk : In the following, we focus on a single sector N and simply write Ψ
(N) = Ψ and
‖ · ‖N = ‖ · ‖. The free Dirac operator is rather easy to bound against the Laplacian:
First,
‖H freexk Ψ‖ = ‖(−iαk ·∇k +mxβk) Ψ‖ ≤ ‖−iαk ·∇kΨ‖+ ‖mxβkΨ‖ . (85)
Since β is unitary, the right term is simply bounded by mx‖Ψ‖ ≤ mx‖RΨ‖. The left
term can be bounded by −∆k, using that the anti-commutator of the α-matrices is
{αa, αb} = 2δab:
‖ − iαk ·∇kΨ‖2 =
∥∥∥∥∥−i∑
a
αak∂xakΨ
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∑
ab
〈
Ψ,−αakαbk∂xak∂xbkΨ
〉
N
=
∑
a
〈
Ψ,−∂xak∂xakΨ
〉
N
= 〈Ψ,−∆kΨ〉N .
(86)
By considering the Fourier transform of Ψ and using that |k| ≤ √1 + |k|2 ≤ 1 + |k|2,
we obtain that
〈Ψ,−∆kΨ〉N =
∥∥√−∆kΨ∥∥2 ≤ ∥∥(1−∆k)Ψ∥∥2 ≤ ‖RΨ‖2. (87)
Hence,
‖H freexk Ψ‖ ≤ (1 +mx)‖RΨ‖ (88)
in every sector and thus also in H .
H freey` : The same reasoning shows that
∥∥∥ N∑
`=1
H freey` Ψ
(N)
∥∥∥
N
≤
∥∥∥ N∑
`=1
(−i)α` ·∇`Ψ(N)
∥∥∥
N
+Nmy‖Ψ(N)‖N (89)
≤ ‖RΨ(N)‖N +my‖RΨ(N)‖N . (90)
H intxk : is a finite sum of annihilation and creation operators as(x
op
k ) and a
†
s(x
op
k ).
They can be bounded using (80): Since (N + 1)1/2 ≤ N + 1 = dΓ(1) + 1 ≤ R, both
‖a(xop)Ψ‖ and ‖a†(xop)Ψ‖ are bounded by c1‖RΨ‖ for some c1 > 0. Summing up the
bounds for H freexk , H
free
y`
, and H intxk , we obtain the desired comparison inequality (82).
For a proof of the commutator inequality (83), we need to bound the commutator
|〈Ψ, [H ,R]Ψ〉| by ‖R1/2Ψ‖2 = 〈Ψ,RΨ〉. Since H is a sum of three terms, ∑H freexk +∑
H freey` +
∑
H intxk , andR is a sum of two terms,
∑
(1−∆k)+
∑
(1−∆`), the commutator
[H ,R] contains 6 kinds of terms. The 1 trivially commutes with all operators and so
can be dropped; both H freexk and H
free
y`
commute with both ∆k′ and ∆`′ , so 4 out of the
6 summands vanish; we are left with terms of the kind [H intxk ,−∆k′ ] and [H intxk ,−∆`′ ].
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[H intxk ,−∆k′ ]: vanishes unless k = k′ because H intxk does not involve xk′ . We drop the
fermion index k, write −∆ = ∑3a=1 i∂ai∂a and shift one derivative to the other side of
the scalar product:
∣∣∣〈Ψ, [H int,−∆]Ψ〉∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∣∑
a
(
〈i∂aH intΨ, i∂aΨ〉 − 〈i∂aΨ, i∂aH intΨ〉
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤2
∑
a
∣∣∣Im〈i∂aH intΨ, i∂aΨ〉∣∣∣ (91)
What happens if a derivative i∂a hits H
intΨ? The coordinate xk appears in each of
a(xopk )Ψ
(N) and a†(xopk )Ψ
(N) twice, cf. (24): once in ϕ(y − xk) and once in the factor
Ψ(N+1) or Ψ(N−1). Therefore, by the product rule, i∂aH intΨ will contain 2 terms: In
the first term, ϕ is replaced by i∂aϕ; the annihilation and creation operators modified
in this way will be denoted by ai∂aϕ(x
op) and a†i∂aϕ(x
op). The second term is just i∂a
directly hitting Ψ before creation or annihilation takes place. That is,
i∂a (a(x
op)Ψ) =ai∂aϕ(x
op)Ψ + a(xop) (i∂aΨ)
i∂a
(
a†(xop)Ψ
)
=a†i∂aϕ(x
op)Ψ + a†(xop) (i∂aΨ) .
(92)
This allows for further treatment of the commutator:∣∣∣〈Ψ, [H int,−∆]Ψ〉∣∣∣ ≤ 2∑
a
∣∣∣Im〈i∂aH intΨ, i∂aΨ〉∣∣∣
≤c3
∑
a
∣∣∣∣Im〈i∂a(a(xop) + a†(xop))Ψ, i∂aΨ〉∣∣∣∣
≤c3
∑
a
∣∣∣∣Im(〈(ai∂aϕ(xop) + a†i∂aϕ(xop))Ψ, i∂aΨ〉+ 〈(a(xop) + a†(xop))i∂aΨ, i∂aΨ〉)∣∣∣∣
(93)
with c3 ∈ R+. By symmetry of (a + a†), the second scalar product is real, so its
imaginary part is 0. Using |Im z| ≤ |z|, the Cauchy-Schwarz (CS) inequality, and (70),
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we obtain that∣∣∣〈Ψ, [H int,−∆]Ψ〉∣∣∣ ≤ c3∑
a
∣∣∣∣〈(ai∂aϕ(xop)) + a†i∂aϕ(xop))Ψ, i∂aΨ〉∣∣∣∣
(CS)
≤ c3
∑
a
∥∥∥(ai∂aϕ(xop) + a†i∂aϕ(xop))Ψ∥∥∥ ∥∥i∂aΨ∥∥
(80)
≤ c3
∑
a
‖i∂aϕ‖
(
‖N 1/2Ψ‖+ ‖(N + 1)1/2Ψ‖
)∥∥i∂aΨ∥∥
≤ c3
∑
a
‖i∂aϕ‖ 2
∥∥(N + 1)1/2Ψ∥∥ ∥∥i∂aΨ∥∥
≤ d1
∑
a
∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥ ∥∥i∂aΨ∥∥
= d1
∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥∑
a
〈Ψ,−∂a∂aΨ〉1/2
(70)
≤ d1
∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥ (3∑
a
〈Ψ,−∂a∂aΨ〉
)1/2
.
(94)
In the same way as in (87) but using |k| ≤√1 + |k|2, we find that
〈Ψ(N),−∆Ψ(N)〉N ≤ ‖R1/2Ψ(N)‖2N . (95)
Hence, ∣∣∣〈Ψ, [H intxk ,−∆k]Ψ〉∣∣∣ ≤ d2∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥ ∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥ = d2‖R1/2Ψ‖2 , (96)
as desired.
[H intxk ,−∆`′ ]: can be evaluated using the commutation relations[
a(xopk ), dΓy(−∆y)
]
Ψ = a−∆ϕ(x
op
k )Ψ[
a†(xopk ), dΓy(−∆y)
]
Ψ = −a†−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ .
(97)
Hence, ∣∣〈Ψ, [H intxk , dΓy(−∆y)]Ψ〉∣∣
≤ c4
∣∣∣∣〈Ψ, [a†(xopk ), dΓy(−∆y)]Ψ〉+ 〈Ψ, [a(xopk ), dΓy(−∆y)] Ψ〉∣∣∣∣
(97)
= c4
∣∣∣∣−〈Ψ,a†−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ〉+ 〈Ψ,a−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ〉∣∣∣∣
(CS)
≤ c4‖Ψ‖
(∥∥∥a†−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥a−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ∥∥∥)
(80)
≤ 2c4‖∆ϕ‖ ‖Ψ‖
∥∥∥(N + 1)1/2Ψ∥∥∥
≤ d2 ‖R1/2Ψ‖ ‖R1/2Ψ‖ = d2‖R1/2Ψ‖2
(98)
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with c4, d2 ∈ R+. This concludes the proof of (83) and thus of Lemma 1.
Lemma 8. H ∞c contains exactly those Ψ ∈H for which
1. For every p ∈ N0, Ψ ∈ dom(Rp) with R as in (84).
2. supp3 Ψ ⊆ R3 is compact.
In other words, the first and the third condition in the definition of H ∞c can equivalently
be replaced by Ψ ∈ dom(Rp) ∀p.
Proof. In terms of the (sector-wise) Fourier transform Ψ̂ of Ψ, the third condition (44)
can be expressed as
∞∑
N=0
∫
Qs3,(N)
dk PNmn(k)
∣∣Ψ̂(N)(k)∣∣2 <∞ (99)
for all m,n ∈ N0, where PNmn is the polynomial
PNmn(k1, . . . , kd) = N
m
∑
α∈Nd0
|α|=n
k2α11 · · · k2αdd (100)
with d = 3M + 3N . Likewise, the condition Ψ ∈ dom(Rp) can be expressed as
∞∑
N=0
∫
Qs3,(N)
dk QNp(k)
∣∣Ψ̂(N)(k)∣∣2 <∞ , (101)
where QNp is the polynomial
QNp(k1, . . . , kd) =
(
M +N +
d∑
j=1
k2j
)2p
. (102)
Every QNp is bounded from above by a linear combination with N -independent coef-
ficients of a finite number of PNmn’s with the same N , m ≤ 2p, and n ≤ 2p; thus,
H ∞c ⊆ dom(Rp).
Conversely, every PNmn is bounded from above by a linear combination with N -
independent coefficients of a finite number of QNp’s with the same N and p ≤ (m +
n + 1)/2. Suppose that Ψ ∈ dom(Rp) for all p; then the weak derivatives of Ψ sat-
isfy (44). Therefore, each Ψ(N) lies in the Sobolev space Hn(R3M+3N , (C4)⊗(M+N)) ⊂
L2(R3M+3N , (C4)⊗(M+N)) for every n; by the Sobolev embedding theorem [1], Ψ(N) pos-
sesses a smooth representative and satisfies (44) in the strong sense.
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4.2 Support Growth
Proof of Lemma 2. For any number M + N of free Dirac particles, it is well known
[6, 44], [5, Thm. 2.20], [35, Lemma 14]2 that the wave function propagates no faster
than light, in particular that
supp3xΨt ⊆ Gr(supp3xΨ0, |t|) (103)
supp3yΨt ⊆ Gr(supp3yΨ0, |t|) . (104)
In fact, if we took the Hamiltonian of the M +N particles to be only
H freeMx :=
M∑
k=1
H freexk , (105)
without the H freey` , then the 3y-support would be invariant, supp3yΨt = supp3yΨ0, while
supp3xΨ would grow according to (103). Conversely, if we took only
∑
`H
free
y`
as the
Hamiltonian, then the 3x-support would be invariant, while the 3y-support grows ac-
cording to (104).
Let us turn to the case with particle creation. Following a strategy of [44, Theorem
3.4], we now prove that supp3xΨt is not altered if we change the free evolution by
including H int.
First, we consider the evolution with only H intxk as the Hamiltonian, without the free
Dirac operators, and claim that then the 3x-support is invariant,
supp3xΨt = supp3xΨ0 . (106)
Indeed, since H intxk can be decomposed into fibers as in (79) (the continuous analog of
being block diagonal), so can exp(−iH intxk t) [41, Thm. XIII.85(c)]. Considering Ψ0 in
this fiber decomposition (i.e., as a function of x3M with values in Hy), it follows that
Ψt = exp(−iH intxk t)Ψ0 vanishes in those fibers where Ψ0 does. So the 3M -x-support is
invariant, and therefore also the 3x-support.
Second, under H intxk ,
supp3yΨt ⊆ supp3yΨ0 ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, δ) . (107)
Indeed, due to the fiber decomposition over x3M just mentioned, it suffices to consider
just one fiber x3M and show that on it, for any set G ⊆ R3 with Bδ(xk) ⊆ G and any
vector Ψ0 ∈Hy with 3y-support in G, also exp(−iH intxk t)Ψ0 has 3y-support in G. To see
this, note that for disjoint sets A,B, HA∪B =HA ⊗HB, where HX means the bosonic
Fock space over the setX, and consider A = G×{1, 2, 3, 4} and B = (R3\G)×{1, 2, 3, 4},
so HA∪B = Hy. With respect to this tensor product decomposition, any Ψ ∈ Hy
2The proof in [35] concerns smooth wave functions, but that implies the same support growth for
L2 functions, as an L2 function can be approximated in the L2 norm by a smooth function with the
same support.
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factorizes as Ψ = ΨA ⊗ |∅〉B (where |∅〉 denotes the Fock vacuum) iff it has 3y-support
in G. Since H intxk acts only on HA, it is of the form HA ⊗ 1B; as a consequence,
exp(−iH intxk t) = exp(−iHAt) ⊗ 1B maps ΨA ⊗ |∅〉B to (exp(−iHAt)ΨA) ⊗ |∅〉B. Now
the claim follows, and with it (107).3
Third, back at the full time evolution, we can now decompose H into a part H freeMx
which makes supp3xΨ grow at most at the speed of light and a sum of terms leaving
supp3xΨ invariant,
M∑
k=1
H intxk + dΓy(H
free
y ) . (108)
All contributions to H are now put together using Trotter’s product formula [39,
Thm. VIII.31]:
e−iHtΨ0 = lim
n→∞
((
M∏
k=1
e−iH
int
xk
t
n
)
e−idΓy(H
free
y )
t
n e−iH
free
Mx
t
n
)n
Ψ0 =: lim
n→∞
Unt,nΨ0 . (109)
We claim that for all k = 0, . . . , n,
supp3xU
k
t,nΨ0 ⊆ Gr
(
supp3xΨ0,
k
n
|t|) (110)
supp3yU
k
t,nΨ0 ⊆ Gr
(
supp3yΨ0,
k
n
|t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, kn |t|+ δ) . (111)
We proceed by induction along k. For k = 0, the claim is trivially true. For the induction
step k → k + 1, we use that Gr(Gr(G, s), t) = Gr(G, s + t) and A ⊆ B ⇒ Gr(A, t) ⊆
Gr(B, t) and conclude that each factor e−i
t
n
HfreeMx makes supp3xΨ grow by |t|/n, while all
other factors in Ut,n leave it invariant. Thus,
supp3xU
k+1
t,n Ψ0 ⊆ Gr
(
supp3xU
k
t,nΨ0,
1
n
|t|) (112)
⊆ Gr(Gr(supp3xΨ0, kn |t|), 1n |t|) (113)
= Gr
(
supp3xΨ0,
k+1
n
|t|) . (114)
Likewise, using Gr(A ∪B, t) = Gr(A, t) ∪Gr(B, t),
supp3y
(
e−i
t
n
dΓy(H
free
y )e−i
t
n
HfreeMxU kt,nΨ0
)
⊆ Gr(supp3yU kt,nΨ0, 1n |t|) (115)
⊆ Gr
(
Gr
(
supp3yΨ0,
k
n
|t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, kn |t|+ δ), 1n |t|) (116)
⊆ Gr
(
Gr
(
supp3yΨ0,
k
n
|t|), 1
n
|t|
)
∪Gr
(
Gr
(
supp3xΨ0,
k
n
|t|+ δ), 1
n
|t|
)
(117)
= Gr
(
supp3yΨ0,
k+1
n
|t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, k+1n |t|+ δ) , (118)
3Here is an alternative argument. On any fiber x3M and for any set G ⊆ R3 with Bδ(xk) ⊆ G,
H intxk commutes with 1G. Therefore, also exp(−iH intxk t) commutes with 1G. As a consequence, a vector
Ψ0 ∈Hy with 3-support in G evolves to one with 3-support in G.
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and therefore
supp3yU
k+1
t,n Ψ0
⊆ (118) ∪Gr
(
supp3xe
−i t
n
HfreeMxU kt,nΨ0, δ
)
(119)
⊆ (118) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, k+1n |t|+ δ) (120)
= Gr
(
supp3yΨ0,
k+1
n
|t|) ∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, k+1n |t|+ δ) , (121)
completing the induction and thus the proof of (110) and (111). Now we set k = n
and let n → ∞. If a vector Ψt ∈ H is a limit of a sequence Ψt,n → Ψt (such as
Ψt,n := U
n
t,nΨ0) and supp3xΨt,n ⊆ G for all n, then supp3xΨt ⊆ G; likewise for supp3y.
Thus, we have proved (59) and therefore also (60).
4.3 Smoothness Conditions
We now prove Lemma 3. The proof is very similar to [33, Thm. 7, Lemma 8] and uses
a commutator theorem due to Min-Jei Huang [14, Theorem 2.3] that we will use in the
following specialized form: Let R be a strictly positive, self-adjoint operator and H a
self-adjoint operator. Suppose that, for every n ∈ N0,
Zn := R
n−1[H ,R]R−n (122)
is densely defined and bounded. Then for every p ∈ N,
e−iHt[dom(Rp)] = dom(Rp) ∀t ∈ R. (123)
Proof of Lemma 3. Due to Lemmas 2 and 8, it suffices to show that U(t)H ∞c ⊆
dom(Rp) for the strictly positive comparison operator R given by (84) and every p ∈ N.
By Huang’s theorem, it suffices to show that every Zn is densely defined and bounded.
To begin with, Zn is defined on the dense subspace dom(R
2). Indeed, for Ψ ∈
dom(R2), R−nΨ ∈ dom(Rn+2). Whenever Ψ′ ∈ dom(Rp) for p ≥ 1, then RΨ′ exists
and lies in dom(Rp−1), and HΨ′ exists by virtue of (82) and lies in dom(Rp−1) as well.
Thus, [H ,R]R−nΨ exists and lies in dom(Rn), so ZnΨ exists. Now we show that Zn
is bounded.
First, we consider n = 1 and show that Z1 = [H ,R]R
−1 is bounded or, equivalently,
that there is a constant d1 > 0 and a dense domain D such that∥∥[H ,R]Ψ∥∥ ≤ d1 ∥∥RΨ∥∥ (124)
for all Ψ ∈ D; we can choose D =H ∞c . We have already encountered this commutator
in (83) in the proof of Lemma 1, where we noted that [H intxk ,−∆xk ] and [H intxk ,−∆y` ]
are the only non-zero contributions. There, we could show that the form 〈Ψ, [H ,R]Ψ〉
is bounded by d‖R1/2Ψ‖2 = d〈Ψ,RΨ〉. Now, we will prove (124) instead.
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[
H intxk ,−∆k
]
is evaluated using the product rule as in (92). We obtain that
[a(xopk ),−∆k] = −a−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ− 2
3∑
a=1
ai∂aϕ(x
op
k )(i∂xakΨ). (125)
A similar equality holds true for a†. So, with suitable c3, c4, c5 ∈ R+,∥∥∥[H intxk ,−∆k]Ψ∥∥∥ ≤ c3∥∥∥[a†(xopk ),−∆k]Ψ∥∥∥+ c3∥∥∥[a(xopk ),−∆k] Ψ∥∥∥
(125),(80)
≤ c4
∥∥∥(N + 1)1/2Ψ∥∥∥+ c5 3∑
a=1
∥∥∥(N + 1)1/2i∂xakΨ∥∥∥
≤ c4
∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥+ c5(3 3∑
a=1
∞∑
N=0
(N + 1)‖i∂xakΨ(N)‖2
)1/2
(95)
≤ c4 ‖RΨ‖+ c5
(
3
∞∑
N=0
(N + 1)‖R1/2Ψ(N)‖2
)1/2
≤ c4 ‖RΨ‖+ c5
(
3
∞∑
N=0
‖RΨ(N)‖2
)1/2
= (c4 + c5
√
3)‖RΨ‖ ,
(126)
which is what we wanted to show.[
H intxk , dΓy(−∆y)
]
is bounded as in (98):∥∥[H intxk , dΓy(−∆y)]Ψ∥∥
(97)
≤ c6
(∥∥∥a†−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥a−∆ϕ(xopk )Ψ∥∥∥)
(80)
≤ c6
∥∥∥(N + 1)1/2Ψ∥∥∥ ≤ c6 ∥∥∥R1/2Ψ∥∥∥ ≤ c6 ‖RΨ‖ .
(127)
So we have obtained the desired inequality (124).
We now turn to arbitrary n ∈ N and show how the bounds generalize. Since R ≥ 1,
clearly ‖R−n‖ ≤ 1, so it remains to show
‖Rn−1[H ,R]Ψ‖ ≤ dn‖RnΨ‖ (128)
for a suitable dn ∈ R+. To this end, we write
Rn−1[H ,R] =
[
Rn−1, [H ,R]
]
+ [H ,R]Rn−1 . (129)
Bounding these terms works similarly to the n = 1 case. The N -sector of the first term
applied to Ψ is a linear combination of terms of the form
a#
∂βϕ
(xopk )∂
γΨ(N) , (130)
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where a# means either a or a† and β, γ are multi-indices with |β + γ| ≤ 2n (with β
acting on 3 variables and γ on 3M + 3N). By (80), each such term is bounded by
c(N + 1)1/2‖R|γ|/2Ψ(N)‖, and they are jointly bounded by c‖RnΨ‖. The second term in
(129) is bounded by d1‖RnΨ‖, as follows from (124) by inserting Ψ → Rn−1Ψ, which
still lies in H ∞c .
Proof of Lemma 4. Let T > 0 be arbitrary but fixed, and let H T be the subspace of
L2((−T, T )×Qs3) of functions with the appropriate fermionic and bosonic permutation
symmetry. We can identify H T with L2((−T, T ),H ). The function t 7→ Ψt (Ψ for
short) belongs to H T because U(t) is unitary, in fact ‖Ψ‖H T =
√
2T‖Ψ0‖H .
We now show that Ψ ∈ Hp((−T, T ),H ) for all p ∈ N0, i.e., that Ψ possesses weak
time derivatives of any order that are square integrable over t. Indeed, by Lemma 3,
Ψt ∈ H ∞c ⊆ dom(Hp), so Ψ is a p times differentiable function (−T, T ) → H with
derivative t 7→ −iHΨt =: −iHΨ. Thus, for any smooth test function Φ : (−T, T )→
H with compact support in (−T, T ),
d
dt
〈Φt,Ψt〉 = 〈∂tΦt,Ψt〉+ 〈Φt, ∂tΨt〉 (131)
and hence∫ T
−T
dt〈∂pt Φt,Ψt〉 = −
∫ T
−T
dt〈∂p−1t Φt, ∂tΨt〉 = . . . =
∫ T
−T
dt〈Φt, ipHpΨt〉 , (132)
so the weak time derivatives of Ψ also exist and are also given by (−iH)pΨ. It
follows furthermore that t 7→ ‖∂pt Ψt‖2 is differentiable for every p, so it must be square
integrable over (−T, T ), so (−iH)pΨ ∈H T , which shows that Ψ ∈ Hp((−T, T ),H ).
Now we show that Ψ ∈ Hp((−T, T )×Qs3). The weak t derivative in L2((−T, T ), L2(Qs3))
gets translated to the weak t derivative in L2((−T, T )×Qs3). Since RqΨ0 ∈H ∞c , also
∂ptR
qΨ ∈ L2((−T, T )×Qs3) for every q ∈ N0. It follows that Ψ ∈ Hp((−T, T )×Qs3).
By the Sobolev embedding theorem, Ψ ∈ L2((−T, T )×Qs3) has a smooth representa-
tive, and by continuity of t 7→ Ψt, this smooth function is also a representative of Ψt for
every t ∈ (−T, T ). Since T was arbitrary, Ψ is smooth on R×Qs3.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let Ψ ∈ H ∞cd . The first statement, that Ψ(λ, ·) ∈ H ∞c for almost
all λ, follows because, by the Fubini–Tonelli theorem, the left-hand side of (63) is equal
to ∫
Rd
dλ
∞∑
N=0
Nm
∑
α
∥∥∥∂αΨ(N)(λ, ·)∥∥∥2
H (N)
. (133)
If this is finite, then the integrand has to be finite (so Ψ(λ, ·) ∈ H ∞c ) for almost every
λ, and we can define Ψt(λ, ·) by (64).
On the other hand, we can define Hd onH ∞cd by the same formulas as H (so it does
not act on λ), and define
Rd =
d∑
i=1
(1−∆λi) +
M∑
k=1
(1−∆xk) + dΓy(1−∆y) . (134)
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We may think of λ as the coordinates of further particles with Hamiltonian Hλ = 0.
The same proof as for Lemma 1 shows that Hd is essentially self-adjoint onH ∞cd . Since
Hd does not act on λ, e
−iHdtΨ agrees with Ψt as defined in (64). The same proof as
for Lemma 8 shows that H ∞cd consists of the functions in dom(R
p
d) with compact x-,
y-, and λ-support. The same proof as for Lemma 3 shows that H ∞cd is invariant under
e−iHdt, and the same proof as for Lemma 4 shows that Ψ is a smooth function of t, λ,
and qs3.
4.4 Support Growth from Current Balance
We now give a different argument for our bounds on support growth, based on the
probability current and similar to [35, Lemma 13] and [35, Lemma 14]. We will need both
arguments later. The probability current argument works under different hypotheses and
yields a proof of Lemmas 6 and 7. A version of this proof was first given in [34, Lemma
4.12].
Proof of Lemma 6. We write T for t and formulate the proof for T > 0; it works in the
same way for T < 0. Fix any configuration Q3 = (X3M ,Y 3N) ∈ Q3 such that every
Xk /∈ Gr(supp3xΨ0, T ) and every Y ` /∈ Gr(supp3yΨ0, T ) ∪ Gr(supp3xΨ0, T + δ). We
need to show that Ψ(T,Q3) = 0.
Since the Gr sets are closed, each Xk and Y ` has positive distance from them, and so
there is ε > 0 such that each Bε(Xk) is disjoint from Gr(supp3xΨ0, T ) and each Bε(Y `)
is disjoint from Gr(supp3yΨ0, T )∪Gr(supp3xΨ0, T + δ). We define the set C ⊂ Rt×Q3,
called the truncated cone and depicted in Figure 6, by
C :=
{
(t;x3M ,y3n) ∈ R×Q3
∣∣∣∣t ∈ [0, T ], x3M ⊂ Gr(X3M , T − t+ ε),
y3n ⊂ Gr(X3M , T − t+ δ + ε) ∪Gr(Y 3N , T − t+ ε)} . (135)
We will show that Ψ vanishes everywhere in C, which includes (T,Q3).
t
t
0
X1T
C
∂Cbot
∂Ctop
∂Clat allowed for xallowed for y
x1
x
δε
Figure 6: Depiction of one specific sector of the set C
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The boundary of C is piecewise smooth and consists of three parts: bottom, top and
lateral surface, i.e.,
∂Cbot :={(0, q3) ∈ C}
∂Ctop :={(T, q3) ∈ C}
∂Clat :=∂C \ (∂Cbot ∪ ∂Ctop).
(136)
The lateral surface consists itself of several faces: one where ‖xk′ −Xk‖ = T − t + ε
(called ∂Clat,k′k), one where ‖y`′ − Y `‖ = T − t + ε (called ∂Clat,`′`), and one where
‖y`′ −Xk‖ = T − t+ δ + ε (called ∂Clat,`′k).
The unit surface normal vector n ∈ R3M+3n+1 used in surface integrals is then:
n = (−1, 0, . . . , 0) at (0, q3)
n = (1, 0, . . . , 0) at (T, q3)
n =
1√
2
(
1, 0, . . . ,nxk′ =
xk′ −Xk
‖xk′ −Xk‖ , . . . , 0
)
at (t, q3) ∈ ∂Clat,k′k
n =
1√
2
(
1, 0, . . . ,ny`′ =
y`′ − Y `
‖y`′ − Y `‖
, . . . , 0
)
at (t, q3) ∈ ∂Clat,`′`
n =
1√
2
(
1, 0, . . . ,ny`′ =
y`′ −Xk
‖y`′ −Xk‖
, . . . , 0
)
at (t, q3) ∈ ∂Clat,`′k.
(137)
Sketches of the cones and n are provided by Figures 7 through 9.
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Figure 7: The normal vectors n for the
example in Figure 6
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Figure 8: The set C is frustum-shaped
in configuration space.
We define the probability current j, a vector field on R×Q3, in analogy to the Dirac
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Figure 9: Projection to space-time of the set C for an example of a configuration Q =
(X1, X2, Y1)
current; on the n-y-particle sector, it is defined by
j : R×Q3,(n) → R× R3M+3n
j0(t, q3) :=
∑
r,s
Ψ(t, q3, r, s)∗Ψ(t, q3, r, s)
jxk,a(t, q3) :=
∑
r,s,r′k
Ψ(t, q3, rk)
∗(γ0γa)rk,r′kΨ(t, q
3, r′k)
jy`,a(t, q3) :=
∑
r,s,s′`
Ψ(t, q3, s`)
∗(γ0γa)s`,s′`Ψ(t, q
3, s′`),
(138)
where a = 1, 2, 3, and not all spin indices are always made explicit. The current
vector field has the property that for each k and each `, (j0, jxk,1, jxk,2, jxk,3) and
(j0, jy`,1, jy`,2, jy`,3) are future-causal (i.e., future-timelike or future-lightlike). It fol-
lows that j ·n ≥ 0 (with · the Euclidean inner product in 3M + 3n+ 1 dimensions) on
∂Clat and ∂Ctop.
Let C(n) := C ∩ (R ×Q3,(n)) be the n-y-particle sector of C. By the Ostrogradski–
Gauss integral theorem (divergence theorem),∫
C(n)
d(t, q3)
3M+3n∑
µ=0
∂µj
µ =
∫
∂C(n)
d(t, q3) j · n (139)
=
∫
∂C
(n)
bot
d(t, q3) j · n+
∫
∂C
(n)
top
d(t, q3) j · n+
∫
∂C
(n)
lat
d(t, q3) j · n . (140)
The integral over ∂C
(n)
bot is 0 by hypothesis, those over ∂C
(n)
lat and ∂C
(n)
top are non-negative,
so the left-hand side must be non-negative. We will show that
∞∑
n=0
∫
C(n)
d(t, q3)
3M+3n∑
µ=0
∂µj
µ = 0 . (141)
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It then follows that each summand must vanish, so the right-hand side of (140) vanishes,
and in particular the integral over ∂C
(N)
top vanishes, which is what we wanted to show.
So it remains to prove (141).
In Lemmas 13 and 14 of [35], the (3M+3n+1-dimensional) divergence of j vanished
everywhere in C. In our situation, this is not the case, due to creation and annihilation
terms in the Hamiltonian. However, as we will show, the integral of the divergence of
j over C still vanishes because the creation and annihilation terms transfer probability
to other places in C but not outside of C. Indeed,
∂0j
0 = ∂0
(
Ψ∗Ψ
)
= 2 Im(Ψ∗HΨ) =
=
M∑
k=1
2 Im(Ψ∗H freexk Ψ) +
n∑
`=1
2 Im(Ψ∗H freey` Ψ) +
M∑
k=1
2 Im(Ψ∗H intxkΨ)
= −
3M+3n∑
µ=1
∂µj
µ +
M∑
k=1
2 Im(Ψ∗H intxkΨ) .
(142)
So it suffices to show that
∞∑
n=0
∫
C
(n)
t
dq3 Im(Ψ∗H intxkΨ) = 0 (143)
for every k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, with Ct := {q3 : (t, q3) ∈ C}. Let
C
(n)
yt :=
[
Gr
(
X3M , T − t+ δ + ε) ∪Gr(Y 3N , T − t+ ε)]n . (144)
Consider any x3M ⊂ G := Gr(X3M , T − t+ ε). From the definition of the annihilation
operator as(x), cf. (24), and the fact that Bδ(xk) ⊂ Gr
(
X3M , T − t+ δ+ ε), we obtain
that
cn :=
∫
C
(n)
yt
dy3n
[
4∑
s=1
gs Ψ∗(x3M ,y3n)
[
as(xk)Ψ
]
(x3M ,y3n)
]∗
=
∫
C
(n+1)
yt
dy˜3(n+1)
4∑
s=1
(gs)∗Ψ∗(x3M , y˜3(n+1))
[
a†s(xk)Ψ
]
(x3M , y˜3(n+1)) . (145)
Thus, by the definition (26) of H intxk in terms of a and a
†, the left-hand side of (143)
equals ∫
GM
dx3M Im(c∗0) +
∞∑
n=1
∫
GM
dx3M Im(c∗n + cn−1) , (146)
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a telescopic sum with partial sum up to N0 given by
∫
GM
dx3M Im c∗N0 , whose modulus
is
≤
∫
GM
dx3M
∣∣c∗N0∣∣ (147)
≤
∫
R3M
dx3M
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
C
(N0)
yt
dy3N0
4∑
s=1
gs Ψ∗(x3M ,y3N0)
[
as(xk)Ψ
]
(x3M ,y3N0)
∣∣∣∣∣ (148)
≤
∫
R3M
dx3M
∫
R3N0
dy3N0
4∑
s=1
|gs|
∣∣∣∣∣Ψ∗(x3M ,y3N0)[as(xk)Ψ](x3M ,y3N0)
∣∣∣∣∣ (149)
≤
4∑
s=1
|gs| ∥∥Ψ(N0)∥∥∥∥as(xopk )Ψ(N0+1)∥∥ (150)
≤ 2‖g‖∥∥Ψ(N0)∥∥ ‖ϕ‖∥∥(N0 + 1)1/2Ψ(N0+1)∥∥ N0→∞−→ 0 (151)
using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (70), (80), and the hypotheses ‖Ψt‖ < ∞ and
‖N1/2Ψt‖ < ∞. This shows that (143) indeed converges to zero (in fact absolutely).
This concludes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 7. This is a simple corollary of Lemma 6. By linearity, it suffices to
show that the only solution with Ψ0 = 0 is Ψ = 0. But if Ψ0 = 0, then supp3xΨ0 = ∅ =
supp3yΨ0, and by (59), supp3xΨt = ∅ = supp3yΨt for every t ∈ R.
5 Proofs: Multi-Time Evolution
In this section, we prove Theorem 1; in particular, we prove existence and uniqueness
of solutions of the multi-time equations (37) with given initial data (40).
5.1 Uniqueness
Lemma 9 (Uniqueness of solutions). For every Ψ0 ∈ C∞(Qs3), there is at most one
solution Φ ∈ C∞(S sδ ) satisfying (46) to the multi-time equations (37) with initial data
Ψ0 as in (40).
Proof. For any q4 ∈ Q4, let J(q4) denote the number of different values of time variables
that occur in q4; for q4 ∈ Sδ, this is the minimal number of families. Let
SδJ = {q4 ∈ Sδ : J(q4) ≤ J} . (152)
We proceed by induction along J .
Everywhere on Sδ1, Φ is a function of just 1 time variable and obeys the single-time
equation (65). By (46) for J = 1, ‖Ψt‖ < ∞ and ‖N1/2Ψt‖ < ∞, and by Lemma 7, Φ
is unique on Sδ1.
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The induction assumption asserts that Φ is unique on SδJ−1, and we need to prove
uniqueness on SδJ . Fix Q4 ∈ SδJ and sort the families in increasing order of the time
variables, T1 < . . . < TJ−1 < TJ . As in (36), we write Q4 = (T1, Q1, . . . , TJ , QJ) with Qj
the configuration of all particles with time variable Tj. Let φ be the function obtained
from Φ on SδJ by inserting t1 = T1, . . . , tJ−1 = TJ−1 while keeping tJ variable, and
inserting the configurations of the families 1 through J − 1, q1 = Q1, . . . , qJ−1 = QJ−1
while keeping qJ variable. Then φ is defined at tJ with tJ > tJ−1 on all configurations
qJ = (xJ , yJ) with
xJ ⊂ R3 \
J−1⋃
j=1
[
Gr(Xj, tJ − tj + 2δ) ∪Gr(Yj, tJ − tj + δ)
]
yJ ⊂ R3 \
J−1⋃
j=1
[
Gr(Xj, tJ − tj + δ) ∪Gr(Yj, tJ − tj)
]
,
(153)
which includes (TJ , QJ) because Q
4 ∈ Sδ. Since Φ is a solution of (37) for j = J , φ is
a solution of (65) with time variable t = tJ , possibly a lesser number of fermions, and
initial data given by Φ with tJ = tJ−1. By (46), ‖φt‖ <∞ and ‖N1/2φt‖ <∞ with the
norm ‖ · ‖ taken over the configurations with (153). By Lemma 6, φ is uniquely fixed
on its domain, in particular at (TJ , QJ), as claimed.
Lemma 10 (Growth of 4-support). Every solution Φ ∈ C∞(S sδ ) of (37) satisfying (46)
obeys propagation locality up to δ as in (52).
Proof. It now plays a role that we evolve negative tj only towards the past and positive
ones only towards the future. So let J+(q
4) denote the number of positive time values,
J−(q4) that of negative ones, and let J0(q4) be 1 or 0 depending on whether 0 occurs
as a time value. Let SδJ+J− = {q4 ∈ Sδ : J+(q4) ≤ J+, J−(q4) ≤ J−}. We proceed by
induction, first along J+, then along J−.
On Sδ10 and Sδ01, the statement is provided by Lemma 6. If true on Sδ,J+−1,0, it
follows on Sδ,J+,0 in the same way as in the previous proof. For J− > 0, order the
negative time variables so that the least comes last. Then the induction step from
Sδ,J+,J−−1 to Sδ,J+,J− works in the same way as the previous proof but in the opposite
time direction.
5.2 Commutator Conditions
The commutator condition (9) arises heuristically as the consistency condition. It will
also play a role in our proof of the existence of solutions, specifically for proving that the
function obtained by solving one of the multi-time equations also solves the others. To
this end, we verify the commutator condition in this section. The appropriate condition
concerns the Hamiltonians HPj corresponding to a family with a common time variable
tj as in (37).
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To check it explicitly, we begin with other partial Hamiltonians, associated with
individual particles and defined by Hxk = H
free
xk
+ H intxk and Hy` = H
free
y`
. In the
following, we will understand these Hamiltonians as acting on functions of q4 instead
of q3 and then write them as Hz instead of Hz, z ∈ {x1 . . . xM , y1 . . . yN}. In fact, we
will assume for Hz the slightly more general form corresponding to (57) instead of (37)
(using cut-off Green functions and applicable also outside of Sδ),
HxkΦ(q
4) = H freexk Φ(q
4)
+
√
N + 1
∑
r′k,sN+1
g∗r′krksN+1
∫
Bδ(xk)
d3y˜ ϕ(y˜ − xk) Φ(N+1)r′k,sN+1
(
x4M ,
(
y4N , (x0k, y˜)
))
+
1√
N
N∑
`=1
∑
r′k
Grkr′ks`(y` − xk) Φ
(N−1)
r′k ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N\y`
)
(154)
Hy`Φ(q
4) = H freey` Φ(q
4) . (155)
The Hz can be applied to smooth functions on Qs4 or on Ŝ sδ or on S sδ , as these sets
contain with every qs4 also a spacelike neighborhood of qs4 as well as all other spin
components with the same positions and all configurations with a y-particle added or
removed in a 3D δ-neighborhood of an x-particle. Likewise, corresponding to a partition
of q4 ∈ Sδ into families as in Section 2.3.3, we regard the Hamiltonian HPj of family j
defined in (38) as acting on functions of q4. We set
KPj = i∂tj −HPj (156)
(adopting notation from [36, Sec. 5.3]). This operator can also be defined as acting on
C∞(Qs4) by
KPj = i
∑
xk∈Pj
∂x0k + i
∑
y`∈Pj
∂y0` −
∑
z∈Pj
Hz. (157)
Since KPj Φ(q
4) depends only on values of Φ in a neighborhood of q4 and with a y-particle
added or removed, the action of KPj at q
4 ∈ Sδ does not depend on whether we regard
it as an operator on C∞(Qs4) or C∞(S sδ ).
Lemma 11. The commutator condition[
KPj , K
P
j′
]
= 0 (158)
holds in C∞(Ŝ sδ ) and C
∞(S sδ ) at q
4 ∈ Ŝ Pδ , respectively q4 ∈ S Pδ , for all j, j′ ∈
{1, . . . , J(P )}.
This follows from
40
Lemma 12. On C∞(Qs4), the commutator [KPj , KPj′ ] vanishes at every q4 ∈ Ŝ Pδ . Even
more, [
i∂y0` −Hy` , i∂y0`′ −Hy`′
]
= 0 (159a)[
i∂x0k −Hxk , i∂y0` −Hy`
]
= 0 (159b)
at every q4 ∈ Q4, and [
i∂x0k −Hxk , i∂x0k′ −Hxk′
]
= 0 (159c)
whenever xk and xk′ keep their safety distance.
Proof. The yy commutator (159a) can easily be seen to vanish, as the free Hamiltonians
are time-independent and commute everywhere.
The xy commutator (159b) yields[
i∂x0k −Hxk , i∂y0` −Hy`
]
=
− 1√
N
∑
r′k
(
(i∂y0` −H freey` )G(y` − xk)
)
rkr
′
ks`
Φr′k ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N\y`
)
. (160)
It vanishes for all Φ if and only if the G’s are chosen to be solutions of the free Dirac
equation (55).
The xx commutator (159c) can be computed to be[
i∂x0k −Hxk , i∂x0k′ −Hxk′
]
=
[
H intxk , H
int
xk′
]
=
∑
s
∫
d3y ϕ(y − xk)
[
g∗r′krksGrk′r′k′s
(
x0k − x0k′ ,y − xk′
)
− grkr′ksG∗r′k′rk′s
(
x0k − x0k′ ,y − xk′
)] (161)
(with r′ indices acting on Φ). Since supp3 ϕ ⊆ Bδ(0) and supp3Grr′s(t, ·) ⊆ Bδ+|t|(0),
the last expression will vanish if the first safety distance condition in (30) holds true,
i.e., if
‖xk − xk′‖ > |x0k − x0k′|+ 2δ. (162)
(In the special cases that grr′s = δrr′ gs or grr′s = hrr′gs with self-adjoint matrix h, (161)
also vanishes when x0k = x
0
k′ , but we do not use this fact.)
5.3 Existence
We now construct a solution Φ ∈ C∞(S sδ ) to the multi-time equations (37) from initial
data Ψ0 ∈ H ∞c . The construction proceeds in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 9
(and to the construction in Sections 5.3 and 5.5 of [36]). We define Φ onSδJ by induction
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over J . Put briefly, to obtain Φ at a configuration with J time values t1 < t2 < . . . < tJ ,
we consider the families defined by a common time value, first evolve all particles to
time t1, then those belonging to families 2 and up to time t2, and so on; see Figure 10.
Since the number MJ of x-particles in family J may be less than M , we will have to use
the appropriate versions of the Hilbert space H and the Lemmas 1 through 5.
x
t
Ψ0
0
P1
P2
P3
t1
t2
t3
x
t
Ψt1
0
t1
H2 H1 H3
x
t
0
H2 H3
Ψt2t2
x
t
0
H3
t3 Ψt3
desired
configuration
light cone
U≥1(t1)
U≥2(t2-t1) U≥3(t3-t2)
Figure 10: Time evolution for a partition P = {P1, P2, P3} into three sets. At each tj,
the time evolution for particles in Pj generated by Hj is switched off.
For J = 1, we obtain Φ ≡ Ψ on S sδ1 from the single-time evolution; by Lemmas 3
and 4, it is smooth on Sδ1 ∼= R×Q3 and belongs to H ∞c for every fixed t ∈ R.
The cases J = 2 and J = 3 allow a particularly simple construction that we want
to describe first as it will play a role also for J > 3; we describe it for J = 2. (The
same strategy can be applied if the number M of x-particles is ≤ 3.) Suppose that two
regions G1, G2 ⊂ R3 and times t1 ≤ t2 ∈ R are such that {tj} × Gj are 2δ-spacelike
separated, i.e., for every x1 ∈ G1 and x2 ∈ G2, ‖x1 − x2‖ > 2δ + |t1 − t2|. Then for
any t ∈ [t1, t2], the sets G′j := Gr(Gj, |tj − t| + δ) are disjoint, and Φ on configurations
concentrated in {t1} ×G1 ∪ {t2} ×G2 (say with M1 x-particles in {t1} ×G1 and M2 in
{t2}×G2) is determined by initial data Ψt ∈HM1(G′1)⊗HM2(G′2) and in fact given by
Φ(t1, ·, t2, ·) = W1,t1−t ⊗W2,t2−t Ψt (163)
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with Wt as in (61) and Wj,t acting on HMj(G
′
j). Since, as explained before (135),
for every configuration in Sδ2 there is ε > 0 so that the union of the ε-balls around
each particle are still 2δ-spacelike separated, Φ can be determined from Ψ via (163)
everywhere on Sδ2. For J > 3 time values, this strategy cannot be directly applied
because for some q4 ∈ SδJ , there is no t at which the G′j = Gr(qj, |tj−t|+δ) would all be
mutually disjoint; for example, q4 = (x1...x4) with x1 = (0, 0, 0, 0), x2 = (1, 2, 0, 0), x3 =
(3, 5, 0, 0), x4 = (4, 7, 0, 0).
We now turn to the strategy for general J by induction with anchor J = 1. The
induction hypothesis asserts that Φ ∈ C∞(S sδJ) is well defined and satisfies (37) and
(46) as well as a further condition that we will formulate in (164) below. We assume it
for J and prove it for J + 1.
On SδJ+1 \SδJ , let us label the time variables so that t1 < t2 < . . . < tJ+1. The
strategy is to solve the multi-time equation (37) for j = J+1 in the variable tJ+1 (while
keeping t1, . . . , tJ unchanged) from initial data given by Φ on SδJ , i.e., for tJ+1 = tJ .
In fact, we solve it for 4M1+N1+...+MJ+NJ functions, the components of Φ for different
values of the spin indices for all particles in the families 1, . . . , J , where (Mj, Nj) are
the particle numbers in family j. Since the indices of other families are not acted upon
in (37), (37) can be solved separately for each choice of values for those indices. By
propagation locality, the solution on S (t1...tJ+1) = ∪∞N=0S (N)(t1...tJ+1) as in (47) is
determined by initial data on S (t1...tJ). We want to use Lemma 5 to conclude that
Φ exists and is smooth where t1 < t2 < . . . < tJ+1. To this end, we regard tJ+1 as
the variable t of Lemma 5; we consider the evolution separately for every fixed choice
of M1, N1, . . . ,MJ , NJ ; we regard the t1, . . . , tJ and the configurations q1, . . . , qJ of the
families 1 through J as the parameters λ in Lemma 5, so d = J + 3M1 + 3N1 + . . . +
3MJ + 3NJ . We know that the time evolution preserves the compactness of the 3-
support in all space variables; however, in order to be able to apply Lemma 5, we need
compact support in all λ variables, including t1, . . . , tJ . Since wave functions do not have
compact support on the time axis, we need to cut off the time dependence; this does
not cause any harm because the solution provided by Lemma 5 is obtained by solving
the 1-time evolution for every value of λ separately. That is, we apply Lemma 5 to
the function f(t1) · · · f(tJ) Φ(t1, q1, . . . , tJ , qJ , qJ+1) instead of Φ(t1, q1, . . . , tJ , qJ , qJ+1),
where f : R → R is a smooth function such that f = 1 on [−T, T ] and f = 0 outside
[−2T, 2T ]; for the desired result at q4 ∈ Sδ,J+1, the value of T must be chosen larger
than all absolute time values in q4. To fulfill the hypotheses of Lemma 5, we need that
the smoothly cut off wave function lies in H ∞cd . We will assume a little more as part of
the induction hypothesis:
∀f ∈ C∞c (R) : f(t1) · · · f(tJ) Φ
(
t1, q1, . . . , tJ , qJ , qJ+1
)
possesses an extension in H ∞cd .
(164)
(We talk about extension because Φ(t1, q
s3
1 , ...) is not defined for every q
s3
1 but only those
δ-spacelike from the other families.) Then Lemma 5 applies, and we obtain the desired
function Φ on Sδ,J+1 where all |tj| < T , and on all of Sδ,J+1 by letting T →∞.
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It remains to verify four things: (i) that Φ satisfies the summability condition (46);
(ii) that Φ satisfies the multi-time equations (37) for all j, not just j = J + 1; (iii) that
Φ is smooth (the issue here is whether the transition from tJ < tJ+1 to tJ > tJ+1 is
smooth); and (iv) that (164) holds on Sδ,J+1.
(i) follows from the unitarity of the single-time evolution and Lemma 3.
(ii) Since Φ was constructed on Sδ,J+1 using the unitary time evolution in tJ+1, it is
a solution of (37) for j = J + 1 where t1 < . . . < tJ < tJ+1 (in the strong sense
for the same reasons as discussed after (65), i.e., KJ+1Φ = 0). Now we show that
it is also a solution of (37) for every j ≤ J , i.e., that KjΦ = 0. By Lemma 11,
KJ+1Kj = KjKJ+1 on Sδ,J+1, so
KJ+1KjΦ = KjKJ+1Φ = Kj0 = 0 . (165)
By induction hypothesis, KjΦ = 0 on SδJ . By (164), (63), and Lemma 3, KjΦ
also satisfies (46) with J + 1 instead of J on Sδ,J+1. By Lemma 7, KjΦ = 0 on
Sδ,J+1.
(iii) By Lemma 5, Φ is smooth where t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tJ < tJ+1, but it is not obvious that
Φ is smooth on the set where tJ = tJ+1. To be sure, Lemma 5 provides a smooth
function of t for t > 0, t = 0, and t < 0, but when we reduce the time variable of
the family PJ+1 to values less than tJ we reach configurations for which PJ and
PJ+1 would be labeled PJ+1 and PJ according to our prescription that the times
are labeled increasingly. Still, for a fixed choice of the partition (in particular PJ
and PJ+1) and in a neighborhood of a 4-configuration in which tJ = tJ+1 while qJ
and qJ+1 keep the safety distance, the constructed function Φ agrees with (163)
with tJ , tJ+1 (the time variables of families PJ , PJ+1) playing the roles of t1, t2, in
fact for tJ > tJ+1 as well as for tJ < tJ+1. But by Lemma 5, Φ given by (163)
is a smooth function. Hence, the constructed function Φ is smooth everywhere in
Sδ,J+1.
(iv) Statement (164) for J+1 involves splitting qJ+1 into two families, qJ+1 = (q˜J+1, q˜J+2),
considering them at time tJ+1, regarding tJ+1 and q˜J+1 as parameters, and intro-
ducing a further factor f(tJ+1). To check the definition of H ∞cd , we know that
f · · · f Φ is smooth, has compact support in tJ+1 because of f , compact support
in t1, . . . , qJ by assumption, and compact 3-support in qJ+1 because, by Lemma 2,
the 3-support can grow (from that of Φ|SδJ ) by at most 2T + δ; so it remains to
check (63): Indeed, for any given degree n of differentiation, at most the first n
derivatives of f can occur (independently of N), all of which have finite L2 norm;
moreover, tJ+1-derivatives in (63) (without loss of generality the rightmost deriva-
tives in ∂α) can be replaced by −iHJ+1 as in (57); now each term in HJ+1Φ(N)
involves either a spatial derivative of Φ(N) (which obeys (63) by Lemma 3) or∫
ϕΦ(N+1) or ϕΦ(N−1), whose contributions to (63) involve derivatives of ϕ of up
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to n-th order and a factor of
√
N ≤ N (so m→ m+1), so they remain finite since
Φ itself obeys (63) at every t = tJ+1 by Lemma 3. Thus, (164) holds on Sδ,J+1.
This completes the construction of Φ on Sδ and the proof that Φ is smooth and solves
the multi-time equations (37).
Remarks.
6. One might be tempted to think that the following procedure yields an alternative
construction of the solution. The idea is to construct a function Φ on Q4 which
agrees with the desired solution on Sδ (or Ŝδ) by writing the multi-time equations
in the form
i∂x0kΦ(q
4) = H freexk Φ(q
4) +
√
N + 1
∑
r′k,sN+1
∫
B
δ+|x0
k
|(xk)
d3y˜ G∗r′krksN+1
(−x0k, y˜ − xk)×
× Φ(N+1)r′k,sN+1
(
x4M ,
(
y4N , (0, y˜)
))
+
1√
N
N∑
`=1
∑
r′k
Grkr′ks`
(
y` − xk
)
Φ
(N−1)
r′k ŝ`
(
x4M , y4N\y`
)
(166)
i∂y0`Φ(q
4) = H freey` Φ(q
4) (167)
and to integrate them in a particular order. Specifically, solve first the equation
for x1 from 0 to any desired x
0
1, keeping all other x
0
k and y
0
` at 0; then, solve the
equation for x2, and then for x3, . . . , xM , keeping all y
0
` at 0; finally, solve (167)
for all ys. However, the function Φ thus obtained will not be a solution of our
multi-time equations (37) on Sδ; indeed, Φ does not even agree with Ψ on the set
Sδ1 of simultaneous configurations. That is because when all x0k = t = y
0
` , then
Φ = e−iHyt T e−i
∫ t
0 HxM (s) ds · · · T e−i
∫ t
0 Hx1 (s) ds Ψ0 whereas (168)
Ψ = e−i(Hy+H
′
x1
+...+H′xM )t Ψ0 (169)
with T e the time ordered exponential, Hy = Hy1 + ... + HyN on the N -sector
and Hxk(x
0
k), H
′
xk
, and Hy` the right-hand sides of (166), (154), and (167).
That the expressions are not the same is strongly suggested by the facts that the
Hxk(s) do not commute with each other (and e
AeB 6= eA+B when AB 6= BA) and
H ′xk 6= Hxk .
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 follows by putting together the statements obtained
about the existence of solutions with Lemmas 9 and 10. It remains to prove the permu-
tation (anti-)symmetry of Φ. Since all Hamiltonians and time evolution procedures are
invariant under relabeling, Φ with permuted labels is the solution with the correspond-
ingly permuted initial condition. Thus, if permuting two x’s changes the sign of the
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initial data, then the corresponding permutation in Φ changes the sign of Φ; likewise, if
permuting two y’s leaves Ψ0 invariant, then the corresponding permutation in Φ leaves
Φ invariant, as claimed.
5.4 Proof of Remark 4
Proof. Given Φ on Sδ, it can be extended to Φ̂ on Ŝδ by freely varying all y`, i.e.,
Φ̂(N)(x4M , yˆ4N) = e−iHy1 (yˆ
0
1−y01) · · · e−iHyN (yˆ0N−y0N ) Φ(N)(x4M , y4N) . (170)
The resulting Φ̂ is smooth, for example by Lemma 5. Since the Hy` (and the Hy`)
commute pairwise, Φ̂ satisfies the multi-time equations (57). Since the strong solution
of the 1-particle Dirac equation is unique and Φ is unique by Theorem 1 and (46), Φ̂ is
unique.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have provided a rigorous study of a system of multi-time equations
(37) for a model quantum field theory with UV cut-off. We have proved the existence
and uniqueness of solutions on the set Sδ of δ-spacelike configurations (and even on
a larger set Ŝδ allowing arbitrary points for bosons), and thus the consistency of the
multi-time equations. This result supports the viability of multi-time wave functions
as a covariant expression of the quantum state in the particle-position representation,
although the model considered here is not fully covariant, partly because of the UV
cut-off.
Our proof is one of the first rigorous consistency proofs for multi-time formulations of
quantum field theories. Only two other results of this kind are known to date: First, for
a similar set of equations, first proposed by Dirac, Fock, and Podolsky [8] and involving
a fixed number of time variables, consistency was recently proved in [33]. And second,
for a model with a variable number of time variables in 1+1 dimensions and with a
cut-off in the particle number, consistency was recently proved in [23].
Since we considered solutions in the classical sense (i.e., differentiable functions,
rather than weak derivatives), we also had to prove smoothness of the solutions. Fur-
thermore, our proof establishes in particular that the non-rigorous arguments for con-
sistency in [36] also apply rigorously. In fact, it turns out that all considerations of [36]
are rigorously valid if formulated appropriately in view of the UV cut-off. In particular,
the model satisfies, up to a tolerance of the size δ of the UV cut-off, the conditions
“propagation locality” and “interaction locality” that played important roles for the
derivation of Born’s rule on arbitrary Cauchy surfaces in [27].
For the future, it would be of interest to move towards more realistic models of quan-
tum field theory and to obtain a multi-time formulation of quantum electrodynamics
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(QED). For example, we believe that a consistent multi-time formulation of the Landau-
Peierls model of QED [16] is possible and will have the advantage of allowing to switch
easily between electromagnetic field tensors and vector potentials, which is not possible
in the single-time formulation used by Landau and Peierls.
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Dirk-Andre´ Deckert, Matthias Lienert, So¨ren
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